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Community to act on river refuse
By LYNN K. SELLERS AND
ELLEN A. HIATT
Staff Writers

A community effort to clean up
refuse in and around the Yakima
River is expected by organizers to
draw as many as 400 people. The
project, slated to begin at 8 a.m.
on Saturday, Oct. 19 and
continue until noon, will involve
the Kittitas, Ellensburg, Thorp
and Cle Elum communities. ·
The idea for a Yakima River
clean-up is not a new one. It
originated in 1970 and continued
for eight years. A renewed
interest, sparked by the initiative
of John Ludtka, publisher of the
Daily Record, Joe McManamy, a
prominent local farmer, and
County Commissioner Rich
Hoctor, has once again revived
the tradition.

The organized effort subsided from Cle Elum to the People's
for a couple of reasons, according Pond area.: Parks and access
to CWU associate professor and roads to the river will also be
counselor Don Wise who has included in the effort.
been involved frQ.m the
"I would expect, based on the
beginning.
·
previous experience, substantial
"Number one, the parts we cleanup on the upper region of
were cleaning up had gotten to the river and down to the mouth
the point where they were so of the canyon," said Ludtka.
clean that those of us who floated
The project draws assistance
the river were able to keep it and energy from a ·number of
clean by ourselves,'' explained interests. Monday night, the City
Wise. "Number two, we ran out of Council voted unanimously to
energy.''
donate two trucks and drivers
Th~ rejuvenated energy, he
and up to $500 for food for the
said, has come from downtown picnic afterwards.
Local
Ellensburg. Ludtka said it may businesses will donate money
have been stimulated by an and the Kittitas schools will
article
and
photographs provide drivers and buses to and
published in the Daily Record on from clean-up areas. Central's
the amount of refuse being left on .
the river by people.
Please see River page 1O'.
The area involved will extend

Bruce Alan Robinson

Retired profs
Robinson and
McMahon die
./.

Bruce Alan Robinson,
Emeritus
Professor
of
Mathematics and member of
the Central faculty from 1947
until his retirement in 1975,
died in Yakima on Sept. 30.
Marion McMahon, retired
CWU
home
economics
professor, died Saturday while
visiting family in Des Moines,
Iowa. She retired from Central
in 197 3 after 18 years on
CWU's faculty.
Services for Robinson were
held Thursday, Oct. 3 at the
Terrace Heights cemetery. The
family suggests that memorial
gifts be sent to the Central
Washington
University
Foundation Scholarship Fund.
McMahon resided at 8141/2 E.
Tacoma Ave., Ellensburg and
died at the · age of 77. A
memorial service will be held
later this month. Her remains
were cremated.

GRAND
OPENING

IN LIMBO

Town welcomes
new businesses
See page 11

New coach,
no schedule
See page 12
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION

At last, the library's open late
By

BEATHE~

A. COUGHLIN

Colunmist

Bravo/ ·T he library ts now open Monday through Thursday until mtdntght. This ts on a trial basts of course, but at least tt ts
open. I commend those responsiblefor achieving this wonderful
arrangement, in parttcular, the ASCWU.
Stnce myftrst days here at Central I have listened to, and participated tn the mubbltng of "I wish the library were open later,
you just get there in timefor it to close." Now finally that mubbling wtll be obsolete, and I hope it wtll stay that way. ·
The ASCWU and library administration have done their part
and now it ts up to all of us to do our part if we ~ant to keep it
this way.
This new schedule ts costing the University money and where
the almighty state dollar ts concerned things are at best
unstable. $100 an hour ts no small petunia when you start adding it up over the course of a school year, and if we don't give
them some very impressive reasons for keeping the library open
late, they'll have to close it down.
What it amounts to late nightfans ts this -if we don't use it
we'll lose it and that would be a real drag, not only because
we'd lose the use of the library during those hours, but also
because the next time anyone asks for the same privilege they
will have to face the inevidable ''we tried it before and nobody
used it.''
In the survey conducted by the ASCWU a great many of us
said we studied until midnight. I hope that a large portion of us
late night students will utilize the library during that time, thus
securingfor everyone the opportunity to study iate, when needed, within the conjlnes of the library.

fJm TIL' tZ

MONDA~

...-.. J}{ijU
THU SDAY

Believe it or not, it's magic
By JIM MASSEY
Editor

Being a Communications major, one of those lucky students
that only happens into a math or science building while
searching for a convenient bathroom, I am blissfully iunorant
of the ways of nature, electronics, or what have you. The
world ts a bit confusing to me, but it's always interesting.
I enjoy a certain amount of ignorance. It allows me to have
a belief in magic, and that's a good feeling. ~very time I
switch on the television, I don't have to be burdened by the
knowledge that these pictures and sounds are being
transmitted by some huge metal beast miles and miles above
my house. Satellites, I think they 're called. No, I don't have to
have the lurking knowledge of diodes, or conductors, or God
knows what else getting in the way of The A-Team.
I can sit back, confident that I am witnessing magic. ·
I know for afact that these pictures weren't hanging around
outside when I came home, nor are there actors tiny enough to
fit into that little box. The only explanation ts magic.
You wouldn't believe all the magic there ts around us. I've
seen one or two airplanes in my time, and I know for a fact
that they are much too heavy to fl.oat. A kite, maybe, but a
7 4 7? Be serious. The weight of the pilot alone should make it
plummet.
The past few years I have been hearing a lot about
computers and microchips. There was something about a
tiny piece of silicon, no bigger than your pinkie nail, that could

THE OBSERVER
The · Observer, the official student
newspaper of Central Washington
University. is a laboratory newspaper in
conjunction with the CWU Department of
Communications. All unsigned editorials
are the views of the majority of The
Observer editorial board.
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m.
Friday the week prior to publication date.
Deli'Ver letters to: Editor, The Observer,
CWU, Ellensburd, WA 98926.
Letters should be double-spaced,
typewritten and limited to two pages in
length. We reserve the right to edit them
for brevity.
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hold millions of pieces of information. Well, if the information
is that small, it's probably not of much use to anybody
anyways: I even looked at one with a magnifying glass once
and I still couldn't see any information on it.
So how ts it that I can press a few buttons on my pocket
calculator and have it think for me?
Magic.
I have a theory. Back in the Dark Ages of this century, some
ttme before Leave it to .Beaver or even The Honeymooners, a .
genetic mutation in a bicycle, or some understandable
machine, created the first radio. This went on to evolve into
television. Sometime after that, an archeologist discovered a
digital wristwatch left in a cave by some ancient magical race.
Some wizard at GE or IBM discovered the spell to turn
watches into pocket calculators, and they grew into the
computers that so many of us now have in our homes.
Admittedly, there are a few loopholes in my theory, but it
keeps me happy.
I'm pretty sure there ts no one who knows all the spells that
make all the magic. Lots of computer wizards can't make an
airplane fly. Many aerodynamics magicians can't make
gizmos that add numbers for you.
There's room in anybody's head for a bit of magic. Even if
you do know· the spells for making microchips, or telephones,
or tape recorders, look around for some other magic.
Keeping a belief in magic makes the world a funner place,
and everybody needs some fun now and then.
Copy Editor
DOUG WILLIAM~
I

I

Photography Editor
MATT MASSEY
Ad Production Managers
TRAVIS BERNRITTER
SHELLEY GRANT
Business Manager
NELLIE PRATT
Circulation Managers
HEATHER COUGHLIN
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NEWS
Professors earn
mark of distinction
By JOHN WALKER
Staff Writer

The three coveted titles of
distinguished professorship, one ·
of the highest honors given by the -_
university, _were presented for
1985 to biologist Ronald Boles, .
bacteriologist Robert Pacha, and
accounting professor Allen
Vautier.
Instituted in 19 7 7, the
distinguished professorship
program recognizes professors
who have excelled either in
teaching, research, or public
service. The awards are given for
career achievement and a
professor · must have tenure in
order to qualify. The CWU Board
of Trustees names the honorees
through the recommendations of
Central administrators, faculty
and
alumni.
Extensive
campaigning is done on behalf of
the nominees.
Dr. Ronald Boles was chosen as
Central's Distinguished Teaching
Professor for 1985-86. Boles was
born into a teaching dynasty;
many members of his family,
including both his parents, were
professional educators. Although
he aspired to such vocations as
professional wrestling and .
· bronco busting, teaching was the
course he followed. One of the
keys to good teaching, according
to Boles, is to reflect a powerful

interest in the subject to _ the
students.
. Besides guiding students for
careers in biology and teaching,
Boles al~o passes his expertise on
to practicing teacl~ers . in
workshops all over the state.
Boles compares the practice of
teaching to the fate of an actor
forced to open in front of the
world's most critical · audience
night after night. Sometimes you
bomb, but hopefully there's
improvement with every
performance.
Every honoree .receives a cash
bonus of $1,000 and Boles says
he plans to spend his ori a fishing
trip to the Gulf of Mexico.
Central's
Distinguished
Research Professor for 1985-86,
Dr. Robert Pacha was chosen for
his dedication to projects that
directly concern public health.
His latest effort, funded by a
federal
grant
from
the
Environmental
Protection
Agency, identifies animals from
high mountain areas that carry
giardia and campylobacter,
organisms which cause serious
diarrhea in humans.
In order to obtain research
grants, Pacha not only has to be a
dedicated scientist, he also has to
be a super salesman who can
prove his projects are pertinent
and feasible. The E.P.A., the U.S.

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR - Professor Pacha earns honor
for his research.
Forest Service, and the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, all have supported
Pacha's work to a total of more
than $536,000 in research
grants.
Pacha is the director of
Central's medical technology, a
program given consistently high
marks by the American Society of
Clinical Pathology, explai:ped
Pacha. He trains medical
technologists especially for rural
areas where they are needed the
most.
Accounting Professor Allen
Vautier is the first faculty
member from one of Central's
extended degree centers to ever
receive
a
distinguished
professorship. The Distinguished
Professor in Public Service for
1985-86, Vautier teaches at the
Lynnwood Center for students
who have classes taught away

from the Central campus.
Vautier was named a
distinguished professor for his
work with Group health
Cooperative (GHC), the third
largest health maintenance
cooperative in the nation. A
member of the GHC's board of
directors in Puget Sound and
Spokane, the professor is
involved in policy-making, along
with the general oversight of 20
health clinics and tw<? hospitals.
Elected to the governing boards1
in the two areaSi Professor
Vautier has also chaired the
Puget Sound GHC finance
committee, which develops the
operating budget for the entire
cooperative.
Like the other distinguished
professors, Professor Vautier
expressed deep gratitude in being
honored~ Their portraits hang in
the university library's foyer.

Tour brings governor
through local schools
By MICK SHULTZ
Staff Writer

In his fifth such visit to a school
district since he took office Gov.
Booth Gardner visited the
Ellensburg School District Oct. 1.
His tour of the district included
meetings with students, teachers,
parents, administrators, school
board members, and classified
employees of the district at
Mount Stuart Elementary,
Morgan Middle School and
Ellensburg High.

HELPING HAND - Professor Boles works with a student in the
lab.

The governor's tour began at
Mount Stuart. where he met
inform~lly with
parents to
discuss their concerns and
conv~y his committment to
education.

From there, the governor went
to Washington Elementary,
where he observed a program of
testing and prevention for
developmentally
disabled
students. ''This district seems to
have some really good programs
for
the
developmentally
disabled," Gardner said. "I was
really impressed."
Gardner next visited Morgan
Middle School. where he watched
a lesson in conflict resolution.
The whole lesson appeared to
have been scripted and rehearsed
until one of the students was
caught chewing gum. He was
·sentenced to wash desks after
school. ·
Ple~se

see Governor page 6.
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Rape victims cared for
By SHARON CHASE
Scene Editor

Central's Counseling and
Health Center are co-sponsoring
a workshop series focusing on the
advocate role for victims of
sexual assault. The program is
tied to a community based rape
relief service presently offered by
Kittitas
County
Health
Department and Community
Domestic Violence Sexual
Assualt Unit.
Kay Bills, physicians assistant
at the health center, Susan
Sonnen, counselor at the center,
together with Carl Keeler,
director of residence living for
Central, share the concern there
are many rape victims who are so
overwhelmed by the legal and
physical
considerations
associated with this crime, the
emotional needs are lost in the
shuffle. According to Sonnen and
Bills, these immediate needs may
later surface in ways the woman
may not even connect to the rape.
Bills, Sonnen and Keeler want
to offer an alternative to the
woman who feels she has no one
to turn to for support and advice.
Bills shares the insight. that
feelings of "isolation" haunt the
victim of this personal,
frightening crime. Often the
woman will wait a length of time

be.fore seeking therapy, a
situation Sonnen COIJlmented on
as, ''complicating the issue for
the victim, resulting in long term
effects that must be taken care
of.''
The advocate program will
have at its core, the ideal that
early support is available to
victims from the time of the
reported rape, through any legal
procedings or formalities, to just
talking it out, knowing someone
understands, cares and makes no
judgement.
Bills indicates the program will
be only as good as its volunteer
staff.
''There will be a screening
process, Oct. 14 and 15, just prior
to the training session's ." Two
workshops now scheduled are
Oct. 18; 7-10 p.m. and Oct. 19;
8:30-5 p.m., both at Groupe
Conference Center on campus.
Bills, Sonnen and Keeler are
encouraging
individuals to
contact them if they have an
interest in being on the task force
of this project. The number of
advocates, "should be between
ten and 15 to make the system of
on-call operate right," Sonnen
said.
As a closing note, Sonnen says,
"The counseling center is not out
drumming up business, but the

RAPE - Vicitms should seek counseling before complicating the
issue, said Sonnen.
nature of the act neccesitates the Rape" is the title of a talk to be
victim understand the urgency of given at sub ball-room on Nov.
some kind of counsel, and that it 18, 7 :30-9 p.m. by Py Bateman, a
is beneficial to reduce immediate specialist on issues of date rape,
rape prevention, and self-defense.
and later trauma."
As part of the awareness Bateman is from Seattle and her
program on campus, Keeler will talk is sponsored by Kittitas
schedule dorm talks, time for County Health Department and
questions and answers and Community Domestic Violence
present videotapes.
and Sexual Assault Unit and
Date rape is a common Central's departments of Health
occurrence today, and brings Services, Counseling and
with it a mixed bag of social and Residence Living. The lecture is
cultural
practices
and , open to the public.
acceptance.
·'Acquaintance

SIGN UP NOW FOR:

•

On Campus Housing

•

Off Campus Houshig

$ 19'0

2835
.•ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE

And Receive
FREE Headphones!
Come down today anll receive your
.FREE headphones at KING VIDEOCABLE

•

1ng Videocable
1015 East 10th

925-6106
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Campus operator switches numbers at night
By ELLEN A. HIATT

said the responsibility for
dispatching. a task previously
handled
by
the
Telecommunications -operators.
belongs to Campus Safety.
"The control needs to. be here.
My officers are taking directions
from them.'"
"There were some good things
(about telecommunications doing
the dispatching) but the
advantages over here outweigh
them," said Teeples. "We will
have a ~4 hour open office, which
we never had before.'' Those who
check out weapons can 24 hours
a day now. "It has created more
-student employment," and the
dispatchers who are Law and
Justice majors. most of whom
qualify, receive three credits in
Field Experience. Teeples also
said that Campus Safety · has
methods
beyond
the
Telecommunication center's for
obtaining phone numbers in an
emergency ..
The decision to cpange was
. made by the university. They
· considered having the city police,
even the boiler engineers,

News Editor

Dialing "O" bet~een 7 p.m. and
7 a.m. won't get you the operator.
Dialing 963-2958, on the other
hand, will get you the campus
safety dispatcher, who can also
get you a phone number.
The original purpose behind
dosing Telecommunications, the
operator station, after 7 p.m. was
to accomod~te budget cuts.
according to Alfred Teeples, chief
of Campus Safety. "It was a
financial move by the business
office."
"We still give out information."
said Teeples. "Just the priorities
are diffeFent." He said the
dispatchers first priority will be to
handle matters of campus safety
nature.
"For the safety of the officers as
well as the citizens. I think it is
better here" (at the Campus
Safety office in the · ·Jongeward
Services building.)
After 7 p.m. arid 24 hours a day
on weekends the trained
dispatchers will be . stationed in
the Campus Safety office. Teeples

Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack

dispatch, according to Teeples.
"This way at least the
university, in a sense, still has
control. I personally b.e lieve the
service will be better.·'
Teeples said no full-time
employees who were dispatching
previously have been laid off.

Late friend remembe·red
By KEVIN BUSH
EDITOR'S NOTE: Timothy
John McCracken, 22, of Selah
was an art major at Central
unttl a motorcycle accident
last Saturday ended his life.
· Observer staff writer Kevin
Bush shares hisfeelings about
the death of his friend.

I pulled the Sunday paper
out the other day, I'd had a
· hectic weekend of studying
and hadn't got to it yet. Thumbing through the paper. a picture caught my eye.
M_y heart skipped a beat as I
read the article to make sure
there was no mistake. As much
as I wanted it to be wrong, the
facts were. right there, black
and white . words ... in the
obituary column.
He had lived in Selah; and
when last we spoke it concern-

Al
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ed making arrangments for
rides to Central for classes. I
told him l' d let him know. We
didn't talk again.
It seems just the other day
we . were sliding down the
snow-covered hills in front of
his house in Selah. Timothy
John McCracken died early
Saturday morning as the result
of a motorcycle accident.
I walked into my bedroom,
and pulled out a drawing he
had given me. He was a
talented artist and musician. I
used to listen to him play with
other friends often. Tim had a
wonderful sense of humor.
I thought of the other kids I'd
known that had passed away.
It seems as we get older th_e
more we have to say goodbye.
Thank God for every hello I
say todc;ty.
Goodbye, Timmy-John

Staff Writer

Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack Yamaha-Radio Shack

I
I
I

Eventually the 963-1111
number, campus operator from
off campus, will lead to a
recording after 7 p.m., giving the
number to call. Teeples said it
was not possible to put a
recording on the "O" line.

$49!

~

$1 plus deposit,

o~emite.

TEREDCRIFT
AUDIO & YIDIO

408 N. PEARL

"Affordable Quality"
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CWU -fund raising hits a h.igh
By BRETT SCAMFER
Staff Writer

Central 's
development
program, the fund-raising arm of
the
university
relations
department, obtained nearly $1.8
million in new contributions in
1985, receiving a silver medal

from the Council for the
Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE), for fundraising improvements. The
national honor was earned for
their growth within the last three
years.
Contributiens in 1984 totalled

Governor--------Continued from page 3 ·
The last stop for the governor
was Ellensburg High School,
where he literally rolled up his
sleeves and taught a class in
current world problems. He gave
the students · a quiz on current.
events and tested them on
vocabulary. He also gave a
lecture on the roles of city, county
and state government.
One of the students asked the
governor how he could afford to
take time for tours such as the
one which brought him to
Ellensburg. The governor replied:
· •ttow can I afford not to?'' He
then went on to explain that of
the approximately $9 billion
raised by the state's sales tax,
about 45 percent goes -to
kindergarten through 12-grade
education, and another 15
percent goes to fund post
secondary education.
Ellensburg School Board
members ·expressed concern over
declining enrollment. Board
member
Byron
Thomas
attributed the decline to several
.. lunchbox industries" leaving
the area and the decline in the

number of family farms in the
area over the past decade.
The declining number of people
entering the teaching professio~
was addressed by Dr. Lew
Moorman, Ellensburg School
District
superintendent.
Moorman said recruiting
teachers is difficult not only
because of the low pay, but also
because the profession has
acquired a poor image in the past
few years. Moorman told Gardner
that these issues would have to
be addressed before districts
could hope for larger numbers of
qualified teachers.
Moorman said that when
questioned, only about four
percent of this year's seniors at
Ellensburg High expressed an
interest in education as a career.
The number has been steadily
declining for several years,
according to Moorman.

$904,000; in 1979, $179,000
were
raised.
Tne
CWU
Foundation,
a
privately
administered entity that
manages
and
invests
contributions on behalf of the
university, currently holds assets
of $2.9 million, according to
Lawrence Lium, director of
University Relations and
Development. Foundation assets
totaled $700,000 in 1982.
.. From Central's perspective,
this kind of nationa~ recognition
is especially meaningful.'' said
Bob Case, CWU Foundation
president and chair of Central's
Board of Trustees ... In a few short
years we've established one heck
of a track record.''
The silver medal was one of ten
awarded by CASE in the fundraising improvement category, in
which 75 institutions, public and
private, competed. Five gold and
one bronze medal were also
awarded, according to Charles
Helmken, CASE vice president.
.. I am delighted with the award
. and proud of the people
responsible for it,'' said CWU
· President Donald Garrity.
··Attracting external support is
absolutely essential for public
institutions •. and fund raising will
become even more important in
the future.''

We are now accepting student applications for

DINING SERVICES
APPRENTICE
POSITIONS

Lium named the Presidents
Associates group, the Central
Investment Fund, the Alumnus
Annual Fund, the Wildcat
Booster Club, and Ruth
Harrington· s
Scholarship
Luncheon as the organizations
respons1ble for raising most of
this year's contributions. Several
other groups also take part in
fund-raising activities, he said.
Members of the Presidents
Associates each · contribute a
minimum of $1,000 per year,
Lium said. Most of the members
of the university's Board of
Trustees belong · to the
association.
The Central Investment Fund
solicits donations from city
residents and university
employees for scholarships, and
the Alumnus Annual Fund
utilizes a direct-mail campaign to
raise funds year round. Ruth
Harrington's
Scholarship
Luncheon is a monthly event at
which scholarship donations are
collected, and ·the Wildcat
Booster Club raises money for
Central's athletics programs,
Lium explained.
''The CWU Foundation has
existed for 21 years," he said, "
but we've only recently (within
the last five or six years) gotten
into fund raising in a systematic
way."

University Dining Services is now accepting
applications for.our Dining Services/Custodial
Apprentice Program. We need qualified
students to assist our professional staff during
peak periods, vacations and summertime
activities .
An on-the-job training program has been
designed to increase the knowledge and
experience of the selected individuals.
Summer employment opportunities will be
available for those who successfully
demonstrate acceptable cooking abilities.
QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)

BEGINNERS
Starts Friday October 4th
4:45 p.m.
INTERMEDIATES
Starts Friday October 10th
6:15 p.m.

Call for information & registration

The

Dance
Center
Ut fl Rub~
0

962·9033

1. Six months' of quantity or commercial
cooking experience or three months'
custodial and related equipment
experience.
2. Currently enrolled as a CWU student with a
minimum of 12 (twelve) credits fall quarter
1985.
3. Able to work a minimum of twelve hours per
week including some weekends during the
academic year.
4. Must have a valid Food Handlers card or be
eligible for one.
5. Preference ·will be given to students
currently employed in Dining Services
and/or enrolled in Food Management
related classes.
6. Starting wage is $4. 70 per hour.
Applications are available at all Dining Hall
Scheduling Offices. A meeting on October
11th at 2:30 pm is planned at Holmes Dining
Hall to explain the program and to answer
specific questions. Let us help you put your
talent to work and money in your pocket.
Applications will be accepted until Friday,
October 18, 1985.

CWU Dining Services
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Tl-E VOICE OF Tl-E NORTHWEST SINCE 1863

ASCWU President

Before the fifth act is over and the play comes to an end, the association
should know the facts. We speak of the facts surrounding the issue of
whether or not ASCWU should have an advisory member on the board of
trustees (BOT).
For those who have been following the issue, the arguments brought out
in last weeks Observer are certainly not new. They are the s~me arguments
Central Washington University's administration has been saying for
months, "One group on campus should not be given a unique relationship
with the BOT."
'·
While it can be argued that society as a whole is the legitimate consumer
of education, there can be no argument that students are not the direct
consumers of the educational process. As consumers students clearly have a
legitimate claim to representation, in at least an advisory capacity, on
boards which determine the product they consume.
Two recommendations were made in the report given to the BOT by the
students. The first was to place a student on the BOT and the second was to
instigate a proposal that would include faculty and alumni along with
students. The general feeling seemed to be that the students were the only
body that l'equested such a position, and the only body on campus that
made the initiative to prove their reasons for the needed position. Trustee
Gould indicated that the faculty and othei: groups on campus will be given
the chance to present their arguments for an advisory member in the same
manner the students have.
ASCWU has always supported the efforts of the faculty in attaining a
similar position on the BOT and will continue to do so.
I also support Trustee Gould's statement that because one group has the
opportunity to receive an advisory member, the other groups should not
have a "me too" attitude.
The days of soup lines have passed. Our elders will find that the process
they have protected for us will work for everyone with a little effort. .
I ~ould also like to mention that while the report was being drawn up, a
special space was reserved for students to express their opinion. Their
opinions were presented as either a pro or a con in the report. A great deal
of effort was spent in making students aware of this including
advertisements in the Observer.
This kind of policy is still put into practice by myself and will continue to
be policy until my term is over. I would encourage students to express their
opinions at the ground floor of projects of this nature. The time to shape
policy is when it being formed not reacting to it months later.
Copies of the report can be picked up at the ASCWU office in SUB 214.
If you have any questions about the issue, the report is an excellent
resource. In the contents you will find arguments both for and against
advisory members, a survey of institutions of higher education in the
Western United States and the recommendations.
I would like to refer you to the accompaning editorial written by
professional journalists who have many years of experience reporting on
govermental bodies like our board of trustees. Although the issue they are
addressing is for voting members, the theme applies. here.

Campus

Di~.~1~ory

Hours CUt

The notice of a reduction in university phone service was met by the
opposition of many students. ASCWU received an ambiguous letter stating
that operator assistance in locating campus phone numbers, the Cam_!>US
Directory, would see a substantial cut in hours. After a brief period of
anxiety along with a couple of disquieting meetings with those involved in
the change, Chief Al Teeples, head of Campus Safety, informed us of the
very acceptable nature of this transition.
It is true that by dialing "O", the Campus Directory,. on weekends or
after 7:00 p.m. on weekdays you will receive no assistance. But by dialing
963-2958, you will get help when Campus Directory is off duty. This
change will not affect long distance calls from within the university.

P-I EDITORIALS

·Student votes
would stir pot
The propOSal to grant students full repre~ntation on the
governing boards of the state's public colleges and universities is a perennial! one before the Legista~. While the
current drive for student voting privileges may have no better
prospects than its forerunners, arguments on its behalf are
more persuasive than those against it.
The principle, of "shared governance" of institutions of
higher learning is widely accepted. but it has little practical
application here. Student and faculty recommendations may
be aclmowledged and occasionally adopted by administrators
and trustees or regents, but the latter have all the votes and
therefore the exclusive right of decision.
·
Granting vo~ representation ·to students and' faculty those most directly affected by the decisions of regents and
trustees - would not produce radical changes in the
management of the coUeges and universities. The single
student and faculty representatives would continue to be
outnumbered and outvoted, in any. showdown with other
boaFd mem~rs. What student and faculty representation
would produce, however, is more open and free-wheeling
discussion of critical campus issues and more frequent
challenges of administrative decisions which too often are
adopted by. regentS and trustees on faith. Such represen~tion
also would quell the frequent. and legitimate, complaints of
students that they have no real voice in matters · affecting
them.
Rep. Katherine Allen• .R-Edmonds. effectively skewered
the argument that two-year appointments of student representatives would be too short for the students to inform
themselves adequately, when she noted during the current
legislative debate that members of the State House of
Representatives are elected to tw~year terms .. She could
have added that the same is true of members of Congress.
There already is a strong precedent here for full student
participation on boards of trustees and regents. The state's
Council for Postsecondary Education, which plays a major
role in higher education policymaking, has a voting student
member. So do the governing boardS of public colleges .and
universities in 22 other states.
Before deciding the issue, the Legislature would do w~ll t.o
-examine the experiences in those other states to determ1~e if
student and faculty voting privileges should be authonzed
here.

This Week In Board Action
ASCWU Committees are filling fast and at the Oct. 7 ASCWU Board of
Directors meeting four more positons were taken. The BOD passed a
blanket approval of Patricia Green to the hoard of academic appeals, Gregg
Fossum and Jack Flynn to the academic standing committee and Dave
Coon to the council of probity.
.
The hoard of academic appeals provides for the airing and redress of
~evances with due process guarantees for students, faculty, staff and
administration in matters concerning academic welfare'.
The academic standing committee serves ·as a final appeals board for
students who have been suspended from the University for academic
difficulties.
The council of probity carries judicial authority over ASCWU and
judicial review over the ASCWU BOD.
Public Relations Coordinator • Maggie Murphy

963-2958 is the police dispatch number, and will be in operation 24 hours
a day 7 days a week. For obvious reasons emergency calls will take priority

Advertising Coordinator - Cindy Coffman
Contributing Writer· Doug Pahl

over directory assistance calls, and we are asked to use this service ·after 7
p.m. and on weekends only if it is absolutely necessary.

(This is a paid advertisement)
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Honors college students earn scholarships
By JEAN EDGE
Staff Writer

Central students Celia Hyman
Brian Wood have each won a
full year tuition scholarship
an~

awarded by the Douglas Honors
College.
The students applied for the
scholarships in spring ·quarter of
1984. The scholarships were not

CELIA HYMAN - Honor student works with fashion construction.

I.earn now,

·. paylater.

With a Rainier Bank guaranteed student
. loan, your payments don't begin until six months
after graduation. There's a student loan plan
for everyone - from freshmen to grad students.
And right now rates are very attractive. So
st9p by your financial aid office; then see a
Rainier Personal Banker.

only based on grades, but also on
four papers the students had
previou~ly written for classes
while in the Douglas Honors
College.

seniors in. a legislative ·district.''
Acc~rding to Hyman, she has
won enough . money through
scholarships to .pay tuition for 28
quarters.
"The school has been really
Douglas Honors College is a
good about the money," Hyman
special CWU curriculum which
said. "My tuition is taken out
focuses primarily on literature
each quarter. th~n I receive the
and was founded in 1977 to serve
rest of the money so I can pay for
academically talented students.
my rent, food, books and other
The Douglas · Honors College necessities. Since Hyman is
Scholarship offered to Hyman graduating at the end of fall
was established in 1982 for a quarter, she wiH have to forfeit senior in the Douglas Honors part of her .scholarship.
College program.
"The unused scholarship
money
will return to the
"Celia is highly deserving of
scholarship
fund to insure that
this scholarship," says Dr.
there
is
ample
money for the
Warren Street, director of the
Douglas Honors College. "She scholarship next year," said
has worked very hard in the Street. ''The monies for all the
scholarships offered by the
honors college program.
Douglas Honors . College come
Hyman, a 1982 graduate · of from contributions made by CWU
Sammamish High school, faculty, friends of the honors
Bellevue, is graduating at the end college and alumni who have
of fall quarter. She is a fashion graduated from the program.''
merchandising and construction ·
Brian Wood, a 1982 graduate of
major. With an accumulative Pateros High School. is a junior.
grade point average of 3.81 to her He is the . recipent of the Dr.
credit, the Douglas Honors Elwyn . H. Odell Scholarship,
College Scholarship isn't the only provided for by a gift from Odell,
scholarship she has won.
a · CWU emeritus professor of
"I am a President's Scholarship political science and founding
winner, which provides for full member ·of the Douglas Honors
four-year tuition," says Hyman. College.
''Brian is also a very deserving
"I have also won the Washington
Scholar's Scholarship which was
Please see Honors page 9.
for the three most outstanding

Students:
GOKAYPRO!

&l:NmRBANK®
Ww/nvolved

©

1985 RAINIER BANCORPORATION

MEMBER

ro.1.c.

just in time for your
homecoming photos!

Complete Word Processing Systems From Kaypro

. FREE Photo Coupon Book!
Includes eight pages of film
developing coupons

Come down today and get your
free coupon book from
· Downtown Pharmacy.

--

Write everything, from a book report to a master's thesis, with a go-getter from Kaypro's line of quality
computers. Kaypro makes it easy to organize notes, construct outlines, write multiple drafts, edit, and polish
- all in half the time.
Consider the Kaypro I Word Processing System, above. You get abusiness computer with dual disk drives,
a dot matrix printer, connecting cable, professional word processing software (including WordStar!), and
documentationthatmakeseverything.easytolearn.
_______ _
...,
.--...-._
. . ....___.
.._._._
-~
--- · --~
Kaypro's complete line of computer systems start as
-~---.-......_..
_.....~
low as
Ask.for a demonstration today..
_.,.
-~

$995·

Trademarks: WordStar, MlcroPro International

- ......_....___-· -- -_____
----------- -- -- -~

CORPORATION

Innovators of Electronic Produas for Over 32 Years

Book expires 11-5-85)

Downtown Pharmacy
414 N. Pearl
925-1514

320 EAST 4TH • ELLENSBURG . WASHINGTON 98926 • (509) 925.·4554
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Honors-------------Continued from page 8
student," said Street. "He has a
good academic record and really
enjoys the honors college
program.''

•'I really enjoy the challenge of
the honors program,'' said Wood.
"I wanted to work harder and get
more out of my four years in
college than just the basic
material. I want to be a well
educated person and I feel that
the honors program will help me
t to achieve that,'' he said.
~
•'The Douglas Honors College
~ offers an academically sound
program for the student who is
~ more academically inclined and
g takes their education seriously,"
The
Campus
Safety
~ said Wood. ''The honors program Department received between
6
~ offers me a chance to push
Sept. 30 and Oct. 7 reports of
.E myself.''
three stolen bicycles, one false
.f5
Wood claims a grade point . fire alarm, harrassing phone
average in the range of a 3.8.
calls, five counts of malicious
1 really enjoy the challenge of the honors promisc:t;iief, and one report of stolen
keys.
One of the stolen bicycles was
recovered and the students
making the harrassing phone
calls agreed to cease. The
reporting party said they were
yelling "Zippy," a dreaded high
school name. The suspects
- admitted to a personality conflict.
The receiver was stolen from a
411 N. Pine 925-9134
(A Few Doors Past Pennys)
public phone booth and the glass
window to a fire extinguisher box
in Al Monty was broken. The _left
rear of a car was kicked and
dented in E-2 lot and freshly laid
sod was removed and strewn on
the service drive and lawn of
Dean Hall. A pizza delivery man
reported having his vehicle
sprayed with a ·'water type fire
extinguisher'' outside Stephens
Whitney .

Campus Safety
report

4)

BRIAN WOOD ·gram."

"I am not any smarter than the
average student. "I just take my
studying a little more serious
then a lot of people.'' said
Hyman.
"I am not what some people
term a 'brain'," said Wood. "I do
have high grades, but those
grades do not come easy. I spend
many hours studying. Studying
has always seemed to come easy
for me because I spend long
hours doing it, but I have to work
for my grades just like everyone
else," he said.

j'

11

2nd ANNUAL

MEXICAN

MAKE AN OFFER SALE

I•.

SUNDAY - OCT 13th
COME IN AND MAKE AN OFFER FOR ANYTHING -

LET'S HAGGLE

A.M.

TO 4:00

P.M.

(SKI EQUIPMENT -SHOES-ATHLETIC WEAR-TENNISSOCKS-GYM BAGS-SUNGLASSES-SWEATS-BALLS-

EVE RYTH ING

o:·oo

A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

925-9511

5th &PINE

•

RETURN

II ·-=~=G~
FRI-SAT 7:00, 8:55
SUN 3:05, 5:05, 7:00
MON-THUR 7:00

I

I
,. · ··9•
II ··
· \I·1I
I
I
.

~

~ ~ ~·-'-"'""""M"" ~

I
•

•

••

SUNDAY ONLY l

I
I

............................
LIBERTY THEATRE .

FRI-SAT 7:10, 9:35
SUN 2:20, 4:45, 7:10
MON-THUR 7: 10

I G'R£MLiNS
m
IPGI
I
I.
FRl-StlT 7:05, 9:20

MEXICAN "MAKE AN OFFER SALE"

.•

AT FOUR SEASONS SPORl:S

.i•

s:~=-3iu~!o7,~~os

II

....- ...................
BARGAIN TIMES - TUES - NIGHT
SUNDAY BEFORE 6 p.m. $2.5()

I
I

I
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------World news in review------,.·
BEIRlJT, Lebanon - PalisitiThis most recent episode trignian hijackers have seized an gered when a black woman colItalian cruise ship possibly carry- .lapsed and died during a police
ing as many as 420 passengers. raid on her house. So far rioters
The cruise .ship (at press time) is have killed one policeman, 250 ·
somewhere 'in the Mediterranean. ·J,Jeople have been injured.
The group claiming responsibility for the take over is the Palistinian Liberation Front, a dissident
WELLINGTON, New Zealand
faction of the Palistiriian Libera- - Greenpeace members were
tion Organization. The hijackers · warned this week to stay far away
claim they will blow the ship up if from . France's South Pacific
·any rescue attempt is made. nuclear test site. In a related inciReports indicate . that they have dent in July the Greenpeace ship
already killed one passenger Rainbow Warrior was sunk in
believed to be an American.
New Zealand by the French
secret service. The . sinking has
proved a great embarrasment to
the French government and triggered some ''house-cleaning''
LONDON. England - Riots
among the higher-ups.
continue as racial tensions flare.

River------Continued from page l
Tent 'N Tube Shop will donate
river guides and eq~ipment,
while the school's Food Services
will sponsor a barbecue for all
participants at the City Well.
Also, Ellensburg Disposal Co. is
donating space for the garbage
collected.
Residence- Hall Council was
involved in the past, said Wise;
however they just had their first
meeting and mig~t pot be ready.
''A nice mix of university and
city folks, and high school
students from all over the
county" will be in on it, said
Wise. ·
Wise said he expects to see a
mix of university and community
people involved. He said he hopes
to establish a sign-up table in the
SUB, as well as involve ROTC and
students ~of the recreation and
biology departments.
''This project is 50 percent for
the purpose of clean-up and 50
percent for the sense of
community. It brings people
together.''
.. It's a shared experience that's
really positive~'' elaborated Wise.
''Bend over and pick something
up and be forever changed.''

AN INVITATION TO •.•

--SPECIAL-BIBLE CLASSES
in the
JAYCEES BUILDING
600 Mt. View Ave.
Ellensburg

Sundays........

4 P .M.

Fridays........._ 7 :30 P .M.
USING THE BIBLE ONLY
(non-sectarian)

ALL WELCOME

. SEATTLE, Washington - The
five-week-old trial of members of
the white supremist group
known as The Order continues~

· WASHINGTON. D.C.
The
Supreme Court is once again
back in session and among the
cases they", have agreed to review
are; the legality ·o f laws that ban
opponents of capital punishment
from juries in capital trials and a
local case involving a Tacoma
student who was suspended from
high school after making a
nomination speech which
centered on the sexual gifts and
talents of his candidate.

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
battle of the budget continues. At
presstime a stand off was still in
progress as members of ,C ongress
attempt to deal with the •'deficit
control'' admendmerit that has
been tacked on to the Debt Ceiling Bill in an effort to force a ·
balanced budget by 1991.

PONCE, Puerto Rico - Mud .
slides caused by steady rain have
buried at least 150 people in the
reckage of their homes. Rescue
workers fear that -many if not all
of those who remain missing are
dead.
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N,ew E-burg businesses featured
By ALAN LAIN
Staff Writer

supplies, with emphasis on
stringed folk instruments
(banjos, acoustic guitars, and
mandolins).
Bayles intends to rent the
adjacent studio to local music
· instructors and Central music

.Envi.s ion a circle a half-block
wide and center it downto~n at
the .intersection· of 3rd and Pine.
Three Ellensburg businesses
have recently opened there,, to
give townspeople an~ students
more choice for browsing and . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
buying.
Two such businesses, The
Fanci Pan (a cake decorating,
cookie and candy-making
supplier),
and · Myrna's
Everything Fashionable (a
women's clothing shop), are next
door to one another across from
the Kittitas County Museum. The
third new business is called- the
North Pine Street Music
Company, and is located on Pine.
Each of the new businesses will
offer their clients special services
in addition to merchandise.
Bob Bayles, owner of the music
company is constructing studio
space with two teaching rooms to
open within a month. His stock
will consist of "quality'
instruments," and other

Each of the new
businesses will offer
their clients special
services in addition to
merchandise.

students. ''You've got some really
talented people at the university
that are perfectly capable,'' he
said, "and, in order to generate
some income, they need to take
on students." Bayles added that
because of the .noise factor, it ls
difficult for the student-teacher to
find space for giving private
lessons, Bayles added.

Instrument trades, minor
repairs and a stock of sheet music
will be on Bayles repetoire for the
customers. In addition, the longtime Ellensbl!rg resident will
publish a newsletter for the
music cllentele.
·
Myrna Garvey· of Myrna's
Everything Fashionable said she
also wants to give residents more
choices in shopping without
leaving Ellensburg. She sells
designer fashions and accessories
such as scarves, and hats.
The first-time business owner
is a Central graduate with a
degree
·in
Fashion
Merchandising, and experience
with the Yakima Nordstrom in
various women's· departments.
Her experience has given her
marketing strategy for her new
adventure, apparent when she
says, ''There are two distinct
m~kets ... the career woman who
like to have the classic look, and
the foreward, uptlated woman
who is looking for the latest in
fashion."
Special services this business

will offer clientele will include:
color analysis, cosmetics and
skin-care products .
Carol Olson, owner of the Fanci
Pan, offers merchandise plus
decorating classes. Olson, coowner of Coast to Coast hardware
store runs the Fanci Pan and
teaches the classes. ..This
business is a cake-decorating and
cookie and candy-making
supply,'' she saiC:f.
The Fanci Pan is a spinoff of the
cake-decorating section of the
hardware store, and customers
can find the usual cake pan and
ones shaped like cartoon
characters, animals, stars, and
bells. Other items are de.corating
bags for icing, decorating tubes,
candy molds, candy flavoring,
cutting boards, cookie cutters
and molds.
Olson, has been decorating
cakes, '' ... off and on for 35
years,'' she said, and tries to help
people mix frosting to the right
consistency for icing, borders,
and flowers. A beginning and
advanced class will begin in
November.

Pag~
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Papa Johns still g·ives
'gift of entertainment'
By CHRISTINE TYRRELL
Staff Writer

On Wednesday evenings
there's a free gift waiting for you
at a place called Papa John's ... a
gift of entertainment.
Papa John's materializes in the
SUB Pit as an open-mike talent
show occurring every Wednesday
night from 8:30 to approximately
10, depending on the number of
performances.
Originating from Western
Washington University's version
of Mama Sundays, Papa John's
not only gives Central students
an opportunity to display their
talents before an audience of their
peers, but also attracts free,
outside entertainment from
around the state.
Initiated nearly five years ago,
Papa John's radiates an informal,
relaxed atmosphere and,
according to Coordinator Scott
Peters, provides a primitive
launching pad for a career in the
entertainment industry. "It's a
good place to make your first
public appearance; performing
for free allows more room for
mis.takes!''

Frazzini's hos tuition
· inf lotion busters I

*Buy 2, _Get 1 Fr~e

~';·~a\;.

.BopyWorl4'S

The uniquely relaxed setting
creates a favorable atmosphere
not only for the performer but for
the audience as well. It provides
an excellent spot for students to
take a study break, listen to some
good music, and kick back.
Together with local and.
student talent, two jazz groups
will also be showcasing their
entertaining skills. Boden and
·Zanetto, a jazz band promoting a
"roaring '20s" sound will make
two appearances on Oct. 30 at
noon and 8 p.m.
Another upcoming act
scheduled to play Papa John's is
a ·lively qcoustic ~irkland duo,
Threshold, which consists of
Bhajira Townsend and Gordon
Currie. Their individual styles
incorporate intense guitar play
and strong vocal harmonies to
create a uniquely refreshing
combination of originally
composed jazz and folk music.
Anyone
interested
in
performing at Papa John's can
receive more information by
contacting Scott Peters ·or John
Drinkwater at 963-1691.

EXE~~~twRag.JRAA\S
FOR WOMEN ONLy ·

*Floor Exercise · *Exercise Equipment
*Tanning Bed *Aerobic & Circuit Training
Monday - Saturday
305 N.· Pine

925-1520

pizza
place

Buy any two oif Frazzini's
I!::::==~ fabulo.u s-·Whole sandwiches
or whole salads and get the third free!

Luncheon Special J Jam-Jpm.
offer good l 0/11/85-10/18/85.
( WITH THIS COUPON)

---------------------'Become a Legend in your own Tile'

BETTER LIFE
NAT·URAL

Join Frazzini's ' Hole in the wall Gang'

FOODS

and receiv~ 25% off any 13 or 16 inch
pizza (in house only) Monday and Tu~sday
5-11 pm: come in for details

----------------------

Emphasizing:
One-Stop Shopping For All
Quality
Your Nutritional Needs
Competitive Prices
Wide Product Selection
BETTER LI.FE NATURAL FOODS
111 W. 6th Ave.
Ellensburg

716 E. 8th

925-9855

Monday-Thursday 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday ~2-4 p.m.

925-2505
MIKE GOSS
Manager
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KCWU

a m.ultipurpose station

By DENNIS EVANSON
Staff Writer

Is KCWU-2 a community
access channel or a student
operated station? According ·to
Bill .Craig, head of the Television
Department, it's both.
The station serves many
purposes; running informational
and educational programming
received from a satellite. acting as
the Ellensburg community
access channel and serving as a
learning environmell't · for
Central's
Communication
students.
Craig and his staff coordinate
all of these services. Beth Smith,
program assistant; Steve
Douglas, broadcast engineer and
Jeff Crow, assistant equipment
service coordinator. These people
along with a few broadcast
students run the station.
KCWU receives satellite
programmi~g from two sources,
the Learning Channel and
Campus Network. The L~arning
Channel is aired from 3. a.m. to l
p.m. and repeats the first three
hours from 1-4 p.m. and 7 -10 p~m.,
mainly providing college
telecourses. The Campus
Network provides entertainment
programming aimed at college
students ages 18-22, and airs from
10 p.m. to midnight Monday
through Thursday.
Community announcements
are listed from four p.m. to five
p.m.,
and
communUy
programming is listed until seven
p.m. Programming is produced
by students or producers from
the area, with subject matter
concerning Kittitas Valley
residents.
One such production slated for
airing in the near future is a
version of the children's classic
Cinderella,
currently
in
production at the Hal Hol1:J1es
Center in Ellensbu~g. Crews from
KCWU will videotape, edit and
broadcast the play. Craig says the
station will video tape and air six

th;~~.~~e

KCWU - Student Phil Blair demonstrates some of the ·
station's euqipment. The campus TV station is located on the

first floor of Bouillon Hall.

media center, which is split into
instructional
and
non- :. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
instructional sections.
Instructional duties include
videotaping o'f classroom
speeches
and
group
Chinese & American Dishes Chinese banquet .facilities
presentations;
making
Special Chinese .fami(y dinners
Cocktails
instructional videotapes available
for student viewing and recording
Bank-Americard & First Bank Bank Cards
telecourses off the satellite. Nonins tnictlo nal responsib111ties
ALL YOU CAN EAT
consist of the production of
Wednesda.r 11 :30-3pm Sunday 12-,'Jpm
Public Service Announcernents
for state-wide distribution and
lunch bu.ffet $3.80
production of Central Today seen
Monda_v . Thursday
.~iturd<Jy
on Yakima's KNDO-TV.

.Pagoda N.Y. Restaurant

11 :.'ll!am -9:.'Wpm

4:.'Wpm • 11 pm

Friday

."iunday

11 :.'lOam - I I 1>m

.'fan; I 2-9pm_

Ordt: rs to go

925-2128

116 W. 3rd

r········································,
r..1
EAT A
.
••

more of these productions during
of Central's weekly
half hour news magazine show,
"Around and About," is in•
question at this time. The show's •
new advisor, Communications •
Professor Alan Taylor, has no •
plans for the student show at this
time. It is hoped this situation •
W"ill be resolved in the near•
future, according to Craig. .
•
Programming is only one •
aspect of this department. Craig
also acts as coordinator for -the •
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PAY FOR A SMALL!
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Great for big appetites on a small budget. Order a large
DOMINO'S PIZZA with your favorite number of toppings.
• .. ~hen your large pizza arrives? you pay for a small pizz?
• ~ with the same number of toppmgs. So, you get a large pizza
~ but pay the price of a small! Only on Monday and
only at DOMINO'S PIZZA.
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Travelers tell tales
By DENISE WIDENER
Staff Writer

This past August the CWU
men's basketball team visited
Southeast Asia, and while there,
a gesture of friendship presented
itself as more than one pair of
prized Adidas Top Tens were
passed from American hands to
Russian ones.
The adventure began in
Bangkok, Thailand. From there
the team made an eight-day visit
to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and
a final 13-day stop o·ver in
Singapore.
Information about the ·'hot
spots" around town was eagerly
contributed by friendly taxi
drivers. Most of the locals in these
cities spoke English. However,
problems arose when an attempt
was made to speak to members of
the Russian team.
Senior Brad Evenson described
their behavior as "cold and a little
distant at first." But junior center
Ron Vanderschaaf broke the ice
by speaking German to a Russian
player. At this point, Central's
14-member team gave their own
basketball shoes to the Russian
team.
.. Our team gave all our shoes to
the Russians because theirs were
so worn and tattered. We really
felt sorry for them,'' said

sophomore B:J. Thurlby.
· According to Thurlby, a
celebration of the Russian tournament victory, with the music of
American pop stars Bruce Springsteen and Madonna, "really
pumped them up!"
Another highlight of the trip for
Thurlby and teammate Howard·
McQuaid was an elephant ride.
··we saw this guy, on the outskirts of Bangkok, with an
elephant," Thurlby explained,
··so we asked if we could ride it."
The encounter with local
livestock was preceded by a
·'cruise" down the river in
Bangkok--in a dug-out log propelled by a small out-board
motor. Other sources of transportation within these Asian cities
seemed to be of major concern to
the members of the team. An excited Thurlby recalled that,
"They (the taxi drivers) drive like
crazy people! I swear I almost got
killed!"
Senior Brad Evenson chimed
in, '•There are mass motorcycles,
and drivers are just nuts. Trying
to cross the street is like playing
chicken with the cars!"
. One-way streets seemed to add
to the cobblestone choas. The
team members were driven
around in small vehicles, called
••tuk-tuks," built much like threewheeled golf carts.

RIDE 'EM - Joe Callero {left/ and Al Shannon clown around in
Thailand.

"THE" Remember your coupon!
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Let Washington Mutual help with a low cost student loan. Ask your school's
financial aid office for an application
and details or, call (206) 464-4767
for more information. You'll see ifs
everything we've advertised.

Washin~on Mutual

The friend of the famify™Q~lp

Washington Mutual Savings Bank
and its family of financial affiliates:
Murphey Favre, Incorporated/Washington
Mutual Service Corporation
Member FDIC
*This rate does not necessarily apply to students with
current loans.
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Park chooses plants over goats
By DOUG ECK
Staff Columnist

Last July I was sitting down at the Thurston County
Courthouse for the annual mountain goat, bighorn sheep, and
moose drawings (which are designed to allot.µ a select few the
legal right to hunt these big game animals on a limited basts)
for this years hunting season when I heard some alarming
news. I was shocked to learn that Olympic National Park
officials are determined to deport every mountain goat out of
the park.
Evidently the goats are trampling and eating some rare
native vegetation within the park. Park officials say that the
park was designed to preserve natural resources native to the
region. Therefore the choice between the native vegetation and
the non-native goats is predetermined.
However. mountain goats were introduced to the Olympic
Peninsuia in 1925 and then again in 1929, nine years prior to
the creation of the Olympic National Park in 1938. The
Washington Department of Game· (WDGJ has been taking
mountain goats out of the park for years, a few at a time, and
using them to replenish established herds, and plant them as
seeds tn new areas for what could someday become huntable
populations.
The WDG also has been trading other.states Olympic goats to
other states for other big game which we lack. For instance the
WGD recently _deported 58 goats to Montana in exchange_for 58
bighorn .sheep which they planted in the Blue Mountains.
According to WDG big game specialist Rolf Johnson there are
approximately 1,000 goats that call park their home.That ts
over BO percent of the entire,Peninsula's population. Johnson
also said moving that many goats in such a short time could be
too much too soon. Johnson ts currently having problems
working with the forest service and he's worried that they may
not be able to find suitable places to relocate the goats in time.
Just what will happen to the goats if the WDG cannot remove

them in time I don't know. However I do feel that it will be an
atrocity if this removal nonsense ts allowed to go on. The
mountain goats are a valuable natural resource to everyone
who lives in, or visits Washington state. Currently Washington
state has the highest population of mountain goats in the lower
48. I for one would like it to stay that way, but Ifail to see how
this this action for deportation of the animals can be anything
but detrimental for the goats.

GRAND OPENING
TOMORROW, FRIDAY OCT 11

INDOORS
18 holes

WE ALSO HAVE:

HOU.RS

VIDEO GAMES!

SUN-THURS 2-10
FRI&SAT 12~-12

POOL!
FOOSBALL!
REFRESHMENTS!
FREE PEPSI
(while playing golf)

ADDRESS
405 N MAIN
(next to Daily Record)
925-2040
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Yanks bring ·'straightforward rock'.to town
By CHRISTINE TYRRELL
Staff Writer

Good ol' American rock 'n' roll
will be on the agenda for two
consecutive nights, tomorrow
and Saturday night at the Ranch
Tavern where Yanks, a highly
popular San Francisco club band
will perform.
Ambitiously
promoting
themselves without a major
record label, the four-man band is
currently
conducting
a
nationwide club tour, including
major cities such as Denver,
Seattle, Chicago and Boston.
Formed in November 1982,
with the present lineup
·established since May, 1983,
Yanks is comprised of self-taught
musician and Seattle native
Steve Aliment, performing bass
and vocals; Jack Johnson, also of
.
't
d
al
SAN
FRANCISCO
ROCK - Yanks, a
S eattle, on g u1 ar an voe s;
'n' roll, a welcome relief from
guitarist and vocalist Owen Glen
Masterson. Yanks' prolific today's overly abundant supply
songwriter; and self-taught of hi-tech tunes and gli_ttery pop
drummer Paul Zahl, born in San performers. Their unique style
Francisco. who has played consists of all originals and has
traces of style similar to that of
professionally for 15 years.
Yanks was born from the The Yardbirds and the early
merger of two San Franciscan Who.
bands. SVT and Das Blok. The
highly energetic rock band shuns
DTI Records, an independent
~.ew wave and heavy metal by label out of San Rafael, Calif.,
sporting a refreshing sound signed Yanks in November 1983,
loaded with straightforward rock only three weeks after they'd ·

Hungry?

CAMPUS U-TOTE EM
has the cure!

Great Food & Service
Weekly Specials
lmllk Seating
(across from camp~s
next to Bowling Alley)

band based in San Francisco, will be playing at the Ranch this weekend.
Yanks hopes to gain experience
as well as national attention
through fouring clubs and has
boldly declared its' independence
from opening-act spots. in major
rock band tours.
This highly energetic group
incorporates lots . of kick and
spunk into the musical world ... an
ambitious group with an urgent
potential to climb to the top of the
rock'n'roll charts.

formed the group. Their first
debut. a 6-song EP, ''Only Lovers
Left Alive,'' was nationally
distributed and soon followed by
yet another EP release. "Made in
the States." Both EP's contain all
original material. Later, in
December, 1984, a 12-song
compilation album. licensed by
Lolita Records of France, was
produced for European release
entitled "Tell Me No Lies."

.
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The real world is ....working
By BRETT SCAMFER
Staff Writer

It's a fact of life: the graduate
with work experience stands a
better chance of getting a job.
One way to gain such experience prior to graduation is
through a Contracted Field Experience (CFE) arranged through
the university's Cooperative Field
Experience Program. Basically a
three-way agreement between
student, faculty sponsor, and
employer, a CFE allows a student
to work in his career field on a
temporary basis for credit, pay or
both.
''The purpose of the program is
to help people gain experience
related to their academic fields
and career goals," said Dr. V.
Gerald Reed, director of the
Cooperative Field Experience
Program. "Getting students actively involved in their fields real-

ly motivates them about what
they're doing.".
Daniel Valoff, a senior
geography major, works in the city planning department through
a paid CFE in the form of an internship.
"I think it's a worthwhile program," he said. "I've learned a
lot, especially since my supervisor has given me a lot ofresponsibility on the job, not just busy
work.''
Katy Rogers, a· senior public
relations major who did her CFE
with the Ellensburg Daily Record,
agreed. "Just having that experience under my belt will help
me in looking for a job. It was
hands-on training for the real
world .. .I think everybody should
intern before they graduate."
Students taking a CFE usually
receive between one and 15
credits, and roughly half of all

CFEs are paid, according to Reed.
"Pay rates range from the
minimum wage on up,'' he said,
"but they average between five
and seven dollars an hour.''
To secure a CFE, students first

''Getting students
actively involved in
their fields really
motivates them about
what they're doing.''
-Dr. V. Gerald Reed
need to make an appointment to
attend an. orientation meeting at
the Office of Cooperative Education in Barge Hall, ~fter which an
agreement is reached with a prospective
employer.
The
Cooperative Education Office will

then work with the student to
devise a learning plan.
"In each step there is a lot expected of the student,'' Reed said,
"but we offer help in where to go
for information. During the student's placement period he· has
contact and guidance from this
office as well as his faculty sponsor."
At present, the easiest fields in
which to obtain CFEs are
business, engineering, accounting, and computer science, Reed
said. "I like to think we serve the
career goals of people in other
fields as well," he added, "some
of whom may have to take unpaid
internships prior to getting a paying job.''
About 400 students are involved in the CFE program each year,
according to Reed.

Bicycle toLtr
scheduled
As part of the Central
Homecoming Parade, the
Manastash Metric Century/HalfCentury Bicycle Tour is staged
Oct. 26.
The 106-kilometer ride
encompasses a good portion of
the Kittitas Valley and sports
some of the most scenic cycling
country. The event gets
underway at 10 a.m.
Registration to ride will start at
8 a.m. that Saturday and run
until 9:50 a.m. The fee for the
race is $6 per entry and $8 for a
tandem entry. Registration is at
the · corner of First and Pearl
Streets, adjacent to the
Ellensburg Public Safety
Building.
Proceeds will go to the
Ellensburg X/C Ski Club.

Student exhibits
·chess prowess

·· Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, busi,
ness,oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA,35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built,in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and d stack of rderence books,
like pre..,ent anJ future value

calculations, amortizations
A powerful combination.
and balloon payments.
Think business. With
The BA,35 means you
the BA,35 Student
1
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
TEXAg
of many.
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating ·useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Anal~st Guidebook. Business
professors helped U5 write it,.
to help you get the mosr out
of calculator and cla5sroom

J;

'V

Central
student
Greg
Hinrichsen will be giving a free
simultaneous chess exhibition at
10 a.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 16 in
the SUB Pit.
Hinrichsen will attempt to play
15 to 20 chess players at the
same time. Winners of the
competition will receive free
T-shirts.
For more information on the
exhibition contact the University
Recreation Office in the SUB.

..~ . · ...
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Introducing Streamline Checking~
Now there's a checking account that can make
the difference between walking and flying.
Streamline Checking from Rainier Bank. It gives
you everything you need and nothing you don't.
Unlimited Rainier BankMachine®
use. When you streamline, you can save all
kinds of time. You can use our automated teller
machines whenever you want without any
transaction charge at all 134 locations.

Only $250 per month.We also streamlined .
the cost to make this one of the lowest priced
chucking accounts; anywhere. In addition, you
get a free companion savings account, Check Safekeeping and you can transfer funds by telephone.
© 1985 RAINIER BANCORPORATION

MEMBER F.D.l.C.

No minimum balance. Unlike most
checking accounts, the low cost and unlimited
Rainier BankMachine use applies no matter what
your balance is. Or isn't.
Get aboard Streamline Checking} only at
Rainier. Whether it's your first checking account
or your second, it's definitely built for speed.
And it's one more way we're making our
bank fit your needs.
•Ask for full derails on service charges.
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SPORTS
ATEAM
WITHOUT
A

FOE
Soccer club
looks for
competition
By BRIAN ZYLSTRA
Staff Writer

The current situation for the
CWU soccer club can best be
desribed as status quo.

Ne"! CWU soccer coach Geoff Davidson

Davidson: new soccer coach
By BRIAN ZYLSTRA
Staff Writer

Davidson has put in more than
his share of work in the game.
Growing up in Newton-Aycliffe,
a town of about 26,000 in County
Durham in northeast England,
David~on started kicking soccer
b alls at f ive or six years of age and
began playing organized soccer
at eight. ~fter graduating from
high school, he went to 9ollege at
Sheffield City Polytechnic, where
he earned a Bachelor of
Education in Ph ysical e d ucation
an d h istory. While th ere, h e was
h 1979 -G reat Britain
name d tot
. e
S tu d ents Soccer Team, similar
to the All-American status in the
United States.
Davidson has regularly played
semi-pro soccer for several years
in England, and he's had tryouts
with several British professional
clubs.

Thanks to a sport that has long
been a fixture in his native
country, Geoff Davidson is now
living in a land where the sport is
still developing.
Davidson, the first-year coach
nf Central's soccer club, is from
Great Britain, where soccer is .as
much a part of daily life as Big
Ben and tea in the afternoon. Now
he's trying to teach the game in
this country, a country that
doesn't exactly rank soccer in the
same league as basel:µl.11 or
football in terms of participation
or fan interest.
The 29 year-old Davidson
admits soccer is still in its early
stages in the United States, but
added the level of play here is
i
1mprov ng.
"It' s g 0 i gt tak
hil " h
Being a semi-pro player in
n
e a w e,
e
said. "It's going to take practice England isn't a great way to
and hard work to improve. But make money, he said, adding a
there is no doubt America will player earns the equivalent of
have a good international team if $14 to $15 per week. Most of the
it puts in the work."
players have a normal job during

°

the day and play two or three
times a week before crowds of
1,000 to 2,000 fans.
Davidson. said fan interest is
huge in Britain - sometimes too
huge. An example of this was
seen last spring in Brussels,
Belgium, where English fans
attacked Italian fans at a soccer
match. The ensuing riot left 38
dead and 437 injured.
There was great sympathy in
England for the people killed,
said Davidson, adding that the
problem will die down.
"With the measurements the
government is taking, it has to die
down," he said.
Davidson, who has coached in
the United States for the past two
summers, came to Ellensburg
two months ago afte tak' g
r
m over
the job vacated by Tom Rowny.
"It's a great little town,"
Davidson said of Ellensburg.
"Already I've made some great
friends."

r-~------------------------------------

Offense back, but where's the 'D'?

By MATT MASSEY
Sports Editor

Two Saturday's ago, the
Central football team lived by
the big play defensively. Last
Saturday night, that same unit
fell victim to the big play, thus
wiping out a recharged and
sure fire offensive attack that
was less than potent in the first
two weeks of the 1985 season.
''Our defensive coverage just
broke down and we were in a

Tom Parry. ''We had to change
our coverage-and momentum
is a hell of a thing.''
Three times-within the final ·
1:38 of the game at Simon
Fraser University's Swanguard
Stadium, the Central' s
Wildcats made crucial
mistakes and paid dearly. The
mistakes eliminated the 'Cats
stellar offensive performance
and the Clansmen stuck their
foes from Ellensburg with a
42-35 loss.

After two weeks of practice, the
soccer club still doesn't have any
matches scheduled. ''The
schedule is still being constructed," coach Geoff Davidson
said.
Davidson pointed out he has
called several coaches in an effort
to find matches but hasn't had
any success.
"I haven't been able to get
them or they haven't been able to
get me," said Davidson.
The soccer mentor said practices have gone well so far, as the
club prepares for its unknown
opening match. ''They've been
working really hard," said Davidson. 'Tm really proud of them.''
After working primarily on conditioning during the first week of
practice, the team has played
some scrimmage matches this
week and worked on skill training.
Davidson said he's very impressed with the players' showing in practice so far.
"They've surpassed my expectations," the coach said-. "I'm
really pleasantly surprised with
their play.''

ha~n;::!'e~~:~~:e1!e:'c~1:~

coordinator Scott Ricardo said
of the heart-breaking loss, "we
were the better team. The big
thing is the seniors get to play
and enj oy, b u t now we are·
second. We should be in the.
race."
c,en t ra 1 h osts win l ess
Western
Washington
University Saturday at 1 :30
p.m . Western is 0-1-1 in
Northern D ivision action and

petitive spirit. ''Their attitude has
surprised me. It's been great,"
said Davidson.
David son pointed out the club's
players are providing all the
funds . for expenses, which ineludes travel costs, uniforms,
equipment and referee fees.
"All d
t·
ld b
l
ona ions wou
e great y
appreciated," Davidson said, adding that people interested in
making donations can contact

Please see Football page 21.

him or Dr. James Nylander, the
club advisor, at Nicholson

dilemna, " said Central coach
"It's a shame," offensive
••••llilll••••m•mllll.lllil••mlllll.mmm•mmmm•.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiliiiiiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilJPavilion.
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Tradition

An in-depth look at CWU football
By MATT MASSEY
Sports Editor

The big questions: Actually, how good ts the Central football
team and what caliber of teams ts it rivaling?
Those questions are to be answered at season's end, but now .
ts a good time to address those queries. Most sports fans
understand the complexities of ranking Top 20 NCAA football
teams, but who knows anything about the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)?
Central ts a member of that class.
So why then does CWU drop from the NAIA Top 20 after a
victory over Whitworth College, 30-16? How does one rate the
type of play that goes on in virtually-unrecognized smaller
collegiate ranks? ls there any way to step in front of the eye of
the public - other than win football games?
Even that does not always assure jumping up in the NAIA
ratings. It may be obvious that Iowa moves into the No. 1 NCAA
slot, but what about a Central State of Okla'1.oma. Who knows
about those teams?
The past will speak for itself at Central and will also show the
long road the 'Cats toiled through. Only time will prove the
'Cats to be great, above average, or just mediocre for another
year.
If anything has helped NAIA division schools gain recognition
it ts what the past teams at CWU have established in tradition.
Sixty-six years of competition has blessed the Ellensburg state
institution.
This year's 'Cats are off to a disappointing 1-2 start, but there
have been lean years amongst the successes of the team's of
yesteryear, dating back to 1904, when CWU first fielded a grid
squad, the season having already been over. The university had
competition with only area high school competito.n to boot. The
university has stepped up over several years - afar cry from
competing against high schools.

ear
after
year, semester
after semester,

Fidelity Union Life offers
the most accepted; most popular life insurance
program on campuses all over America~
Find out why.

In that first season, or stint, some 81 years ago, Central
wound up 1-0-1 for the season. The 'Cats tied, 0-0, and defeated
Yakima High School, 5-0, to complete the season.
·
All told, including tht.s season's 1-2 record, Central
Washington University has compiled a 264-223-21 all-time
mark. That's a winning percentage of .542. Not badfor a school
overshadowed for many years by the outstanding basketball
program.
Central 's pigskin program has finally come into its own. Last
year's first-ever NAIA Division 1 playoff appearance will not be.
forgotten. The 'Cats proceeded to elevate its stock with that
historical season by busting into the NAIA semifinals. Again,
not shabby for a school that had a winning tradition, but no
playoff experience to show for it.
It wasn't until six seasons and 12 years later that CWU
arranged a schedule that included a post-high school opponent.
Since the 1955-plus Abe Poffenroth era, the modem day
Wildcat teams have had winning 16 winning teams out of the
last 30. Since 1981, the Wildcats have.finished the season with
a winning record (.500-plus). From 'Bl to date the 'Cats have
won 34 of their past 45.
Twenty conjerence titles belong to the CWU squads in school
history.
CWU head coach Tom Parry has the most career wins with 84
and most conjerence titles with six. Parry ts in his 19th year at
Central. Next with victories ts former CWU basketball coach Leo
Nicholson with 45 victories, and then comes Poffenroth with 25.
Parry coachedfrom 1966 to 1982 and then came back last year.
Suffering a 55-0 loss to the Idahofreshman team in 1926 was
low point in Centralfootball history.
_
The worst defeat that a CWU squad has dished out was
against Keyport in 1927 - it was 104-0 shellacking.

The Episcopal
Church
Welcomes You
You are back from an all too short summer and about to
bounce back into the rigors of college life once again, but why
not add something to that life this year that could make all the
difference - come and visit the Episcopal Church.
Special programs designed with Central students in mind
are now under way.
. Church office

Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:

962-2951

Ask about Canterbury Club for college students.

Don Cleman 925-417!j"i.=?..
~.Ficieiity Union i.ffe

(In the plaza)

Grace ·Episcopal Church
12th & B St.
(2 blocks from campus, next to Kiwanis Park.)

$3PERVISIT
*30 minute secessions*

105 East 4th Suite 4

Offer ends October 19th
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Continued from page 19
dropped to 1-1 in the Columbia
Football League's (CFL) Northern
Division and 1-2 overall.
Saturday, both CFL squads got
things into gear offensively - and
it ended up a shootout to the
finish.
Ahead 35-21with4:09 to play,
Central virtually self-destructed
and allowed 21 Simon Fraser
points to close out the third game
of the season. Central put
together an 18 play, 93-yard
drive, that would apparently be
the capper with quarterback Matt
Brkljacich connecting with tight
end Travis Toms over the middle
for a 15-yard touchdown. That
14-point cushion soon turned
into a seven-point thorn in the
Wildcats' side.
The undefeated Clansmen (2-0
atop the Northern and 3-0 overall)
went to the air the final two
scoring drives and came away
with a remarkable victory.
Following a 15-play·. 63-yard
touchdown drive that consumed
just 2:31 and closed Central's
lead to 35-28 on an Oroville Lee
two-yard run, the 'Cats failed to
put the clamps on defensively.
Running out the clock was in
order.
Only the Simon Fraser squad
saw things differently.
On the ensuing )dckoff with

an onside kick and it gave results.
The ball didn't go the full 10
yards required, but Central's
Dean Bumgarner dove at the ball,
made contact, and allowed · Ian
McLellan to recover the loose
pigskin at the SFU 47.
"That swing, the onside kick,
really cooked us,'' Parry said of
the momentum factor.
From there, three plays later,
Simon Fraser quarterback Earl
Beugelink hooked up with tight ·
end Paul Sedun for an 18-yard
touchdown. Simon Fraser was
aided in the drive by a pass
interference call. The PAT
conversion came in the form of a
Brad Williams kick, because a
spiking penalty was slapped on
Sedun. putting the Clansmen out
of two-point conversion range. ·
That tied the contest at 35-all
with 1:05 stilLto go.
Central fired aerial blanks three
straight times on its next
posession and .was forced to punt
the ball away with 42 ticks left on
the clock. rhen another pass
interference call helped SFU from
Burnaby, British Cqlumbia to the
goal line for the game winner.
The Clansmen went 60 yards in
only three plays, with Sedun
bulling his way in for six on a
26-yard TD strike from
Beugelink.
Leavix:ig just 22 seconds on the
l k h .
c oc • t e Cats, trailing 42-35 on
their own 22, went with the

performance (by the offense)
since I've been at Central," said
Ricardo. "Offensively we'll see if
we can keep it up now. We have a
young offen~ive unit - I knew if ·
we could make it through the first
games, that we'd pull together."
Simon Fraser struck first with
G~rmain grabbing the first of five
Beugelik touchdown's on a
77-yarder with just 59 seconds
gone by.
The Central backfield then
countered with two TD runs from
Ed Watson (4: 12 in the first
quarter) and Jim McCormick
(10:30 in the second quarter). On
the first Central score, kicker
Craig Wannenhoven missed the
PAT, but Brkljaeich found
McCormick for a two-point
conversion on the second TD.
McCormick busted loose for 95
yards on 16 carries. McCormick
added another three-yard TD run
just 39 seconds before halftime to
give the 'Cats a 21-14 advantage.
With 4: 18 left in the third
quarter, ~eugelink hit Sedun for
a three-yard scoring pass play to
even 'the count at 21-all.
Two Central scores gave the
'Cats the big late-game lead. A
Brkljacich pass to wide out
Charles Chandler from 27 yards,
provided the 'Cats with the lead.
Ch8J!~ler caught four p~sses for
Please see Football page 25.

ELLENSBURG FLORAL AND GIFT

NORTH PINE

Surprise someone special
and let them know that
you care!

MUSIC COMPANY

925-4149 313 N. Pearl "Downtown"

*GUITAR STUDENTS *
5

an eight-yard carry, went airbound and drew a pass
interference flag, giving one last
chance at the Central 45.
Brkljacich ran out of luck and .
time, as SFU deep back Darron
Chambers picked off the last
desperation toss at his own 10.
The offensive performance was
the most consistent thus far.
"Hopefully we can put it (a
complete game) together,"
remarked Ricardo. "It was a
rough game, but we'll have to get
it together now.
"The players will have to work
hard and the coaches w111 too,"
Ricardo said. "If we work hard
we'll find it (the combined effort).
The defense had to go against an
explosive Simon Fraser attack."
The loss all but ruined the
Wildcats best offensiv-e-showing
of the season, as Brkljacich threw
for 204 yards on l 2-of-19
passing. Central amassed 304 yards on the ground, with
tailback Jimmie Dillingham
rushing for 114 yards on 16
carries. The 508 yards of total
offense for the 'Cats was just four
yards shy of the team's total
output in the first two contests.
Simon Fraser racked up 586
total yards, with Beugelink firing
for 3 65 yards on 24-of-39 passing
with five TD connections.
Central touchdown drives of
62. 87, 78. 81and93 marked the
return of the offensive attack.

percent off class books and accessories

CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Hours

,__ ·

Monday - Friday
Saturday

10am - 5:30pm

·Sanyo Computers·
Rental and Sales

Noon - 6pm

Computer Supplies

217 N. Pine

962-5785

Floppy Disks

L
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~

--..dJ

Typewriter Repairs
Quality Typing Paper

Electronic Typewriters

111 E. 4th Ave.

925-4444

Vacation in Beautiful Jamaica
three nights for $402.
seven nights for $455
* Round trip coach airfare

MODERN OPTICAL
430 N. Sprague

925-9611

on Eastern Airlines
* Hotel accommodations of uour
. choice for three or seven nights
* Roµnd trip transfers between
airport and hotel
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Stats .say sparks to fly Saturday
By MATT MASSEY
Sports Editor

FOOTBALL

Statistically · speaking,
Saturday's NAIA Columbia seen a higher-yield than Yuban.
CWU is 13th in both passing
Football League (CFL) Northern
Division football matchup and scoring defense. · Passing
between .Central and Western defense has given up and average
Washington Universities, should of 302.3 yards per contest, while
the 'Cats have allowed 35. 7
let the sparks fly.
By no practical analysis, should points on the board each time
it be a slow, defensive-minded around.
To further stage a possible
contest at Tomlinson Stadium.
offensive
battle, the Wildcat
Kickoff is 1:30 p.m.
offensive
is
coming of its best
The arch-rival Wildcats (1-2)
and Vikings (0-2-1) rank at the offensive output of the year in t;t1e
bottom of the 14-team CFL heap Simon Fraser loss.
Amassing just 512 yards total
in total defense. Western rates
offense
in the first two contests,
dead last yielding an average of
492. 7 yards per outing, while the 'Cats rang up almost as must
CWU is 13th giving up an 476.0 in the third (508 yards). The 'Cats
had the game in hand, before
yardage norm.
surrendering
a 35-21 in the final
To add to the list of defensive
weaknesses the clubs have, four minutes of play, to lose
Western is 13th in the rushing 42-35.
"We have young offense, but
defense category with an aveage
we
are starting to gel.'' .stated
yield of 185.3 yards a contest,
14th in passing defense with offensive coordinator Scott
307 .3 yards per game, and nirith Ricardo. "Our offensive line is
coming
on.
in scoring defense (27 .3 points).
"Western
takes
away
your
' Central bend-but-don't break
defensive style has been outside running attack,'' Ricar~o
stretched to the flexibility stress added. "So that takes away some
point. In CWU's only win, the of our offensive options. We'll
defense's three crucial takeaways likely attack through the air."
cwu· s pass attack last week
enabled the registered three.
scores, but prior and· since has was revamped as quarterback

Matt Brkljacich fired 12-of-19
passes for completions good for
204 yards. That figure helped
boost confidence, as well as
surpassed the past two weeks'
combined total passing yardage
by 22 yards.
The 'Cats ran the - ball well,
piling up 304 rushing yards at
Simon Fraser.
The fluctuation between
offensive
and
defensive
performance has left the 'Cats
open to big plays that crush
hopes on a given afternoon.
Saturday's foe, Western, is
third (254.7) in . the CFL in
passin·g with flashy Kris
Kriskovich of Issaquah calling
the signals. The 5-foot-11,
195-pound soptlo,more QB ·
averages 228.0 yards passing.
Kriskovich has completed 64.5
percent of his passes, throwing
·three interceptions.
"They really scatter you
arourid defensively,'' noted CWU
head coach Tom Parry. "They
really like to throw the football
and they do it very well. They
have a very sophisticated passing
attack - the field's not big
enough for them.''
The Vikings have had the
tough end of the deal for three
weeks. WWU lost 28-27 to Lewis

& Clark College's Pioneers by

missing a two-point conversion
with six seconds left.
The Vikes rallied from a 19-0
deficit to a 25-25 tie of _Eastern
Oregon. The draw came on a twopoint conversion with six secondsi
left.
Last Saturday, Western was on
top, 23-14, over Whitworth
College, but allowed 15
unanswered points in the final
quarter.
Kriskovich hooks up with
receiving favorites Junior J. D.
Phillips (5-11, 165), senior tight
end Ken Sager (6-4, 225), and
freshman running back John
Dickinson (5-8, 170). Phillips has
16 receptions for a team-leading
211 yards, while Sager has made
16 grabs for 118 yards and
Dickinson caught 14 passes 116
yards.
Dickinson leads in rushing with
201 yards on 46 totes, along with
one touchdown.
Western' s defense works with
an eight-man front with three
defensive backs. The formation is
utilized in a different than a blitz:oriented Whitworth defense.
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BOOKS TRADED AT 2095 TO 4Qljg FACE VALUE
COFFEE- IN BEAN AND BY THE CUP

Wolff Tanning Systems

Monday :.. Friday
8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

$35 Monthly Unlimited
Tanning

$ 15 for five visits
707 N. Main

925-4247 ·

Ellensburg to Bellevue*
Issaquah, and Seattle
Leaves Ellensburg - - - - - - - - - - - -

9:40 a.m.
12: 15 p.m.
3:10 p.m.

. 8:50 p.m.
10:55 p.m.

* excluding 10:55 p.m. bus

8th & Okanogan

925-1177

~
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f
SCREE-N TELEVISION

~~~~

presented bylUniversity Recreation
SUB Operations
Scheduling

BIGGEST IN TOWN
6 P.M.
EVERY MONDAY IN
sua BALLROOM , '
FOOD AVAILABLE
at regular prices

-* HOT DOGS
*CANDY
*POPCORN
*NACHOS
* ·SOFT DRINKS
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Central 4-1 in district v-ball play
By LOREN WOHLGEMUTH
Staff Writer

Mental toughness.
Many coaches are regular users
of that wonderful phrase.
In last weekend's University of
Puget Sound volleyball tournament, Central coach John
LaFever had many chances to
view the actuality of that phrase,
or the lack of, in tP.is instance.
Central recorded a 2-4 mark in
the tourney, good for eighth
place.
''We played some of the
toughest teams in our area in the
tournament, and they all
displayed
that
mental
toughness,'' said LaFever.
Now before you jump to conclusions, don't accuse the 'Cats of
not possessing that attribute, not
before taking a quick look at the
Central roster.
The 'Cats have six freshmen
listed and return only ~wo
starters from the previous
season.
"Since we have such a young
team overall, it will take a lot of
tournament play to make them
realize they have it (mental
toughness) in them," said
LaFever.
Central opened the tournament
against host UPS, losing 2-0.
''That first game was the only

match that we got outplayed in
the whole tourney,'' LaFever
commented.
The next opponent for the 'Cats
was the Whitworth Pirates. Of
late, the 'Cats seem to have held
"an advantage over the Bucs, as
evidenced by two straight wins
over them in the last week.
Central beat the Pirates by a
2-1 score, ensuring them of at
least two more games in the
toµrney.
Typical of the Central season so
far, the 'Cats just couldn't seem
to put two good matches
together. A powerful Western
Oregon team reminded the 'Cats
that they were in the big leagues, as they handed the Wildcats a 2-0
setback, by identical 15-2 scores.
The roller coaster ride wasn't
over for the 'Cats yet, however.
A 2-0 win over the College of
Idaho re-instilled some confidence in the 'Cats, though the
victory wasn't easy.
Getting back to the roller
coaster, and mental toughness,
and the lack of consistent play,
and the baseball playoffs, and the
NFL draft .and the, oh f9rget it!
Central ran into Western
Washington, the wrong time to
run _into any team at this point.
Please see V-ball page 24.

ALL SET - CWU (re$hman Julie Patterson {7) of Ellensburg sets
the ball to teammate Denise .Crossen of Auburn.

Monday - Saturday
Open 11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

HALF-GALLON.
MILK ·P RICES
Farm Fresh Grade A

85¢
90¢
90¢

Pasteurized .- Homogenized Whole
Pasteurized - Homogenized 2%

Rich Farm Cream 79¢ pint or $3/Half- Gallon

Winega_r's
~9_2_.5_-_1_8_2_.1___419.w.i~(~hlb~~~moon~~ra~-------------~
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lntramurals expect big turnout
By DENNIS ANDERSON

volleyball leagues.
Gimlin expects about the same
44-team total of last year, but
adds they can run more than
usually sign up.
''We can run a total of 48 teams
for volleyball because of the big
fieldhouse," Gimlin said, "but
we'll just have to see how many
sign up."
The importance of intramural
sports to students at Central has
also brought an increase of the

Staff Writer

activities offered in the program
itself.
··we have more events planned
for this year by far than past
year's.'' Gimlin said.
Along with added activities like
pick_leball-racquetball
tournaments, the end of-summer
games, turkey shoot and many
others, Gimlin's yearly goals for
the intramural program is to
serve 15,000 students, 2,000
more than last year's total.

The intramural sports program
will open its fall season this
Monday for football. soccer and
volleyball leagues.
Although registration for the.
fall sports has been slow.
intramural sports director Rob
Gimlin expects all leagqes to be
filled up by opening games.
··Every year we have a big
surge of. teams signing up
towards the end of registration.
··we're .expecting about ·the
same number of teams as last
tant stat, because only four teams
year in all sports.·' Gimlin said.
go
to the playoffs.
Continued from 23.
The football leagues had a total
Friday and Saturday, the
of 32 teams last year. while the
Wildcats travel to Spokane for
For many of the Wildcat
volleyball leagues had 44 teams.
matches with Gonzaga and Whit·
Gimlin says reaching the players, this was the most
worth, respectively.
expected 32 teams for football volleyball they had played in a
Tonight. the 'Cats host Whit·
depends on the number of teams day. let alone for a competitive
man, a non-counting match.
foat sign up in the womens purpose. The team simply ran
"Gonzaga is the class of the
out of gas. and mental toughness.
league.
District.·'
.said LaFever. ·'They
The Vikings delivered the
"We always ·have 24 teams in
the · mens league." He . said. The knock-out puncb. a 2-0 loss for are big, fast and they .do
only thing that varies is the the 'Cats which bounced them everything very· well.''
The mat~h with Whitman is
womens . league. and we're out of the tournament, and into a
the
last home appearance for the
hoping for at least eight this search for that elusive animal.
'Cats this season, as well as the
year.·· Gimlin said.
MENTAL TOUGHNES~.
"We played well. but we just last home match for seniors
Roster limits for football will
still be 12 to a team. but now · haven't realized that we are men- · Denise Crossen; Denise Zerr, aiid
eight-man flag will be played tally tough," said LaFever. "We Angie McDonald .
October 18-19, the 'Cats travel
instead of last year's seven-man have it in us • .we just have to brto Walla Walla for the Whitman
ing it to the .surface!"
touch.
For the season, the 'Cats are tournament, a very pivotal tourWhat is always constant is the
strong turnout for the co-ed 4-1 in District 1 play, an impor-

By · adding more activities
available to students, the
intramural pr~gram hopes to
improve student involvement to
reach this years' goal while
adding 2,000 next year.
Gimlin suggosts students who
have suggestions let the
intramurals office hear about it.
"It's important the students tell
me what they want because that
will tell me what's important to
them.·· he said.

V-ball--------------

STAGECOACH ANTIQUES
& SECOND HAND STORE

A

''We need to play well in order
to get into the playoffs," commented LaFever. '•That tournament is the key to our season.''
So back to mental toughness.
The 'Cats will need to find
some, · or buy it, whichever is
easier. I'm betting that it will be
easier to find it in themselves, college students that they are.
According to coach LaFever,
one way to acquire it is to. and I
quote. "play a lot of volleyball!"
which is just what the 'Cats-will
be doing in the next two weeks as
they hope to stuff block their way
to a District 1 playoff berth.

Dr. Don A.

Chlldr~

Chiropractor

FEATURING
household items

furniture

CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

962-9796

1011 NORTH ALDER • ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

tools

glassware ·

small appliances .

collectibles
old iewelry

IS YOUR SWEET TOOTH
ACHING FOR
SOMETHING GOOD?
THE SWEET SHOP HAS
THE CURE FOR YOU!

Reasonable Prices ·

WE DELIVER

VISA & MASTER CARDS WELCOMED
HOURS:

nament in the way of District 1
standings.

MON -SAT

SUN

10 a.m.-5 p.m.
12 P·rt:'~-4 p.m.

OPEN

SEVEN DAYS

1031,i W. Mountain View

============
925-25~5

925-6744

201 E. 8th

· c.-Alpha

We have everything from ice-cream
to donuts and for a great meal we
have a selection of soups and sandwiches!
-

THERAPEUTIC PLASMA CENTER

EARN UP TO $20 THIS WEEK!

Christmas
Preview
Pre-register for classes .
on Christmas gifts and decoration
The Golden Needle
314 North Pine

962-9309

WANTED: Plasma.donors to earn extra cash
while helping others. Alpha Plasma Center is
located at 26 South Second Street, Yakima . .
WE OFFER:
• Free medical check ups
HOURS
• Blood pressure tests
Tuesday - Saturday ·
• Cash payments
8 a.m. to 4:30 p~m.
Individuals or groups invited to earn extra
.cash for projects and activities!
Phone: (509} 457-7879
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LaFever returns home to CWU
coaching at Ellensburg.
Withington is going to be
Staff Writer
married to one of LaFevers'
For John LaFever, it was just a _
former players at Ellensburg.
matter of time before he returned
Working in Yakima and
to Central.
coaching in Ellensburg does
I,.,aFever, recently appointed
present some travel difficulties
head volleyball coach, graduated
said LaFever.
from Central in 197 3 with a
"Since I teach in Yakima, our
degree in psychology and a
practices are held at 6 pm on off
degree in elementary education
days," LaFever commented. "My
in 1975.
t family is equally busy, so it
"I've always liked this area (the
t doesn't present any serious
Kittitas Valley)," said LaFever. "I
8 problems."
guess that's why I live here!"
J:! LaFever's wife is an accounting
Besides coaching at Central,
major at Central and his oldest
LaFever is a fifth grade teacher at
~ son is a 14 year-old freshman
St. Pauls in Yakima, as well as
~ football player at Ellensburg. He
playing volleyball in the United
~ has two other sons, ages four and
States Volleyball Association, in
two.
~~_...
~.-..~---------~~
his spare time.
If LaFever seems like a
"I played volleyball casually all New CWU volleyball coach John
volleyball fanatic, it shows in
through college, but really
LaFever
practice.
started playing competitively
when I went to California,'' trip to the state playoffs for the
LaFever can be seen at
commented LaFever. LaFever Bulldogs.
practices wearing shorts, tennies,
recieved his Master of Science
The current coaching job a t-shirt and knee pads. But they
degree in Curriculum and became available to LaFever in aren't worn for show; LaFever
Instruction from Cal State- August, and he officially took the participates in most drills he puts
Fullerton in 1978.
reins in the last weekof August.
his charges through, encouraging
While in California, LaFever
"I think that it is important to them by example.
coached at the junior college remember that I had no
"I play a lot of volleyball!"
level, adding to his previous opportunity to recruit that late in LaFever said. ''The team I play
experience at the junior high the summer," said LaFever. "I for competes in Oregon and
school level.
was very fortunate to even get an Washington.''
Upon
returning
from assistant coach that late.''
'Tm really happy to be able to
California, LaFever coached at
That assistant coach came in coach at Central,'' said LaFever.
Ellensburg High School in the fall the form of Neil Withington, "The girls we have are young, but
of 1979, a stint which included a whom LaFever had met while want to learn."
By LOREN WOHLGEMUTH

rJ)
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Levi Strau55 presents with
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Football---·
Continued from page 21
80 yar.d s, while Toms registered, ·
7 4 yards on three receptions.
Toms made the grab with 4: 19
left in the game to give the 'Cats
their 35-21 margin.
But that's when things started
to go awry.
"We'll just have to do things
better," Parry commented.
"There is no magic key, we'lljust
have to clean up our play."
Central's defense keyed the
Sept. 28, 30-16 win over passhappy Whitworth College. This
Saturday no one knows who will
play the _major role, but the
Central coaching staff hope its
troops will gel as a team.
"The character of the (SFU)
game was totally different,''
Parry stressed. ''Whitworth
throws a lot at you both
defensively and offensively. We
really had to defend against the
run this week."
Paul Hansen's Western
ballclub is coming off a 29-23 loss
at the hands of the Pirates from
Whitworth.
'CAT CLAWS - CWU dropped out of
the Top 20 rankings despite beating
. Whitworth. Among those "others
receiving votes" was CWU and unbeaten
Simon Fraser. .. Jimmie Dillingham's 114
yards gave him his first 100-yard-plus
game as a collegian ... Running back Ed
Watson has a touchdown in five straight
regular-season games and eight of his last
nine.

Homecoming Concert

PRooucr10Ns

JOHN CAFFERTY
&
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND
October 20 at 8 p.m. Nicholson Pavilion
5

$10. ~

Tickets on sale at: Sub In.formation
Shapiro's
Stereocraft
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Classifieds
Got something to say?

Say it with The Observer
Classified Ad section. Only $ 1!
(25 word maximum for $1.00
ads, $3.75 for all business ads).
Classified Ads should be turned
in at the SUB Information Booth
by noon Monday. Business
Classifieds can called in at
963-1026. Items should be in
written form, not more than 25
words in length, and be
accompanied by $1.

SERVICES
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FOR SALE: 1976 CHEV LUY, good condition,
lots of extras, $1600. Call after 6 p.m.
964-2393.
Looking for a fling? A tall and handsome guy
looking for attractive women. No 2 ton
Tessie's please! Prefer good looking and not
into serious
relationships, call Craig,
962-6947
FOR SALE: 1 dark wood desk with 3 attached
book shelves on side, $15. One, ten-speed
bicycle. Needs back tire . $60. Will Negotiate.
925-5137.
FOR SALE: Ladies REI blue Gortex rain
parka, medium, like new, $40 and mens
Woolrich hooded, wool, pile-lined gray
careoat, $45. 925-1265, after 5:30 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND

PAPERBACK EXCHANGE - New fiction
and non-fiction, out-ofprint classics, poetry,
drama, sci-fi. Pay V2 cover price or trade.
Bookmark Services, across from Post Office.

Found on Oct. 7th: Young female cat. Grey
with white markings. Leave message for Jill
in Randall 124, or call 968-3224.

TYPING:
Reports, thesis, termpapers.
Experienced. Low rates. Fast service. Pick up
and delivery. Call Jean, 925-2513 after noon.

LOST: Gold bracelet with Gemini inscription.
Sentimental value. Leave message at
963-1026.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST-Reasonable, fast,
accurate, all formats. Nothing too large,
small, or difficult. Resume specialist.
Bookmark Services, across from Post Office.
962-6609 or 968-3228.

American Heart
Association

* FM Cable
* Request L_ine 963-2311
* Live Disc Jockeys
* CWU ·
Radio
* Giv~aways
Ca~pus

Ellensburg's Only Rock

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

OPPORTUNITIES
$10 - $360 Weekly/up mailing circulars! No
quotas! LSincerely interested rush self·
addressed envelope: Success, PO Box ·
470CEG, Woodstock IL 60098.
Earn $30 - $70 per day assisting fellow
students in applying for credit cards. Work
1-2 days/week. Contact: 1-800-932-0528.

_- =--- -~ -~=-- =-=~=:::.;__
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As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach 2 + FIA-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or

a fre5hman or sophomore, ask about our undergradi1ate officer commisfiloning programs. Ifyou're a
one of our other j~ or helicopters. And you could
junior, check out our graduate programs. Starti.1g
do it by the time you're 23. But it takffi a special
salariffi are from $17,000 to $23,000. And
commi1menton your part We - - - - - - -_-----...., you can count on
.
dtmandieddersaia111eveis.
1-9~.J..~a.goingfurther ... faster. ·
We~you to be one. Ifyou're
..I.a.I, U.lt,,i••• He'relooldngJOrafewgoodmen.

Go

IP

faster.

BAKE SALEI
Royal Vista Care Center will be
having a Bake Sale in the SUB on
October 18th at 10 a.m.
All
profits and donations will go
towards a movie projector fund
for the enjoyment of our residents.
Come and enjoy a good cause.

Mi
Win$1,000!
100Prizes!

Poetry
Contest
A $1 ,000 grand prize is being offered in World of Poetry's exciting
new poetry contest, open to all
students. There are 100 prizes in all.
Beginners welcome! For a FREE list
of rules and prizes, write WORLD OF POETRY
, 2431 Stockton, Dept. CS .
Sacramento, CA 95817

Please print ...
Name .

Address .......... . .

City .......•
State .....

ZIPCODE ..

For more information, call your Officer Selection Officer, Capt Brier at
1-800-942-2410.
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'Cat runners expect strong season
With four teams from this
Women's coach Mike Frederick
district going to nationals, Coach
has overcome the fact that he
Frederick has a good chance of
opened the se~son with only four
taking his team to the national
runners when five are needed to
championship in Kenosha,
earn a team score. Michael-Ann
Wisconsin.
Kercher (Fr., Decatur) filled this
void, running her first race at
With each team having a
Fort Casey. "Recruiting runners
runner who has attended
to Central has been tough. Many
nationals, both the men's and
times I'll call a prospective recruit
and she'll say, 'You mean Central
has a team?'. It makes it hard."
said Frederick.
"Many times I'll call a
Despite these problems. the
team has been competitive.
prospective recruit
Sparked by the return of Kim
and she'll say, 'You
Burke (So·. , Colville), who
mean Central has a
qualified for nationals two years
team?'"
ago before a stress fracture
sidelined her last year, the squad
-Coach Mike
has done well in its three meets. ,
Frederick
Pam Maurer (Fr., Rainier
Beach), who finished 14th at
Simon Fraser on Sept. 28, is
women's cross-country teams
"Going to be tough. It was her
appear to be on their way to
first collegiate race and she
successful seasons.
finished only eight seconds
For the men, Art Clarke. who
behind Kim (Burke)," Frederick
qualified for nationals a year ago,
stated.
helped lead the team to a fifth
The other women harriers are
place finish at the Whitworth
Jeanne Daly (Sr., Newport) and
Invitational, September 21. His
Annie Hall (So., Prescott).
time of 26:13.8 was good for a
12th place finish. Other CWU

By DANIEL STILLER
Staff Writer

With Art Clarke, who qualified
for nationals last year, and a host
of up and coming runners, the
Wildcat men's cross-country
team is off to a good start.
Clarke, an Ellensburg High
School product, finished 40th out
of more than 400 runners in last
weekend's
Fort
Casey
Invitational at Whidbey Island in
leading the men to an eighth.
place finish in the 25 team field.
Clarke's showing has coach
Spike Arlt optimistic: "With his
added maturity, we . are looking
for great things from Art.''
Chuck Little, a freshman from
Yakima who finished 5lst at Fort
Casey, has caught Arlt's eye in
recent weeks. "He's only a
freshman and he's already
running only a few seconds off
Art's (Clarke·) pace." Bruce
Dudley (Sr., Hanford) shows
"great promise" and Steve
Jackson "may be in there."
''We should have a solid six or
seven runners by districts,'' said
Arlt, who is in his ninth season at
the helm of the Wildcats.
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under new ownership
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Lunch Specials
$2.99
.
$3.29
weekdays

We Also Have Daily Dinner Specials
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The primary focus is on the needs, challenges,
skills and opportunities in self-development,
relationships, creative expression and career.
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LIVE MUSIC

14 OZ. FROSTY

*MUGS*

620 Cascade Way
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STAR APARTMENTS

"Largest Selection In Town!"

The HeartAchs
NO COVER
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8th
LIND

ELLENSBURG VIDEO

October 10th, Thursday
1 lth,Friday and 12th,
Saturday
9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

(Country Rock)
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Tarot readings by appointment: $10 W
L
Contact Richard
m
202 E. 4th Avenue 962-2375 ~
G

_,,,,,,.

OU r lamBaHT

• !]

ASTROLOGY and .TAROT REAOINGS

m

Mr.G's

The Grocery Store Close To Campus

weekend

207 N. Main

runners were Bruce Dudley (~1st
place), Chuck Little (28th), Ken
Rosetta (31st), Joe Barrow (47th).
and Joel Czech (69th).
.
The women's team, sparked ·by
the return of Kim Burke from a
stress fracture that sfdelined .her
last fall, has done well in its two
meets.
Coach Mike
Fredertck,
however, has a problem in that
the squad has on.ly fo·u r
competing runners. It takes five
to earn a team score. Hopefully,
Michael-Ann Kercher. a freshman
from Decatur, will be competing
soon.
Pam Maurer earned a 14th
place finish in the Sept. 28 me.~t
at Simon Fraser with a time of
·19:28. The freshman from
Rainier Beach has Frederick
optimistic: "She's going to be
tough. It was her first collegiate
race and she finished only eight
seconds behind Kim (Burke)."
The other women runners are
Annie Hall (30th place at Simon
Fraser) and Jeanne Daly (40th). If
Frederick is successful in finding
a fifth runner, the team has a
good chance of going to. nationals
as four teams from this district
will attend.

TAVERI
THURSDAYS
Ladies Night 75¢ Beer
$1.50 Coolers

925-6862

Hours
Monday - Friday:
10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Sunday: 12 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday - Thursday
Movies $1.75
VCR's $1.95
Friday - Saturday
Movies $2.75
VCR's $2.50

215 W. 3rd
925-1737
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Sc0 re boa

rd------------------------------LAS-T-SA_T_U_R_D_A_Y-'S_SC_O_R_ES
____C_en_tr_al_W_as_hi_n_gt_o_;;_3_5_a_t_S_im_on-F-ra_s_e_r-42-(n_)_;- - - - - Whitworth 29 at Western Washington 23, Puget Sound 30 at Oregon Tech 24 (x); Linfield
6 at Pacific Lutheran 14 ln-x); Southern Oregon 3 at Eastern Oregon 3 (x); Lewis and Clark
15 at Pacific 28; Willamette 29 at Western Oregon 36.
THIS SATURDAY'S GAMES - Sirr.on Fraser at Puget Sound, Western Oregon at
Whitworth (x),Western Washington at Central Washington, Pacific Lutheran at
Oregon Tech (x), Pacific at Eastern Oregon (x), Lewis and Clark at Southern Oregon (n),
Willamette at Linfield.

CWU STATISTICS
Results and Remaining Schedule
Sept. 21 ........................... CWU 21, Linfield 49
Sept. 28 .... ... ........... . . .... CWU 30, Whitworth 16
Oct. 5 ..................... ... CWU 35, Simon Fraser 42
Oct. 12
Western Washington ........... 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 19 at Lewis and Clark . ........... . ..... 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 26
Pacific Lutheran .... ........ ........ 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 2 at Puget Sound ...................... 1:30 p.m. ·
Nov. 9
at Souther Oregon ... . ............... 1:30 p.m.
Nov.16
Eastern Oregon . ....... . .............. 1 p.m.
RUSHING
Watson .. . .. ...
Dillingham ..
Bumgarner .....
Brawley .......
McCormick ....
Brkljacich ...•..
Mortimer . .....
Cote .. .. .... .. .
Totals ..... ....
Opponents .....

Car Net Avg. TD
49 140 2.9
4
26 176 6.8
0
16
0
46 2.9
9
36 4.0
0
23 125 5.4
2
47
16
3.0
1
1
8 8.0
0
-4 -0.4
9
149 574 3.9
110 315 2.9

PASSING
Att Com Int PCT Yds TD Long
Brkljacich ...... 66 33
3 50.0 386 3 48
Cote ........... 12
5
1 41.7 60 1 23
Totals ..... .... 78 38
4 48.7 446 4 48
Opponents ..... 125 64
4 51.2 907 9 77
RECEIVING
No. Yds Avg. TD
Chandler . ...... 13 207 15.9
1
Crowell .... ....
28 5.6 0
5
Dillingham .....
5
4.8
24
1
Watson ........
5
31 6.2 0
Hayden ..... ...
33 16.5 0
2
3 · 28 9.3 0
Robinson .......
Toms . ..... ....
74 24.8
3
1
Bumgarner .....
1
9 9.0 0
McCormick ....
1
12 12.0 0
Totals ......... 38 446 11.7 3
Opponents ..... 64 907 14.2 9
SCORING - Watson 24, McCormick 14, Warmenhoven 12
(9 of 10 PATs and 1 for 1 FGs), Cote 6, Toms 6, Dillingham 6,
Chandler 6, Imhof 6, Brkljacich 6.
INTERCEPTIONS - Imhof 2, Anderson l, Nakamura 1.
SACKS - Witte 2.
FUMBLE RECOVERIES -Witty , Leonard, Nelson.

LAST WEEK
CWU 35, SIMON FRASER 42
Central ..................... 6
15
Simon Fraser ................. 7
7

7
7-35
7 21-42

SFU - Germain 77 pass Beugelink {\\'llliams kick)
CWU - Watson 1 run {conversion failed)
CWU - McCormick 3 run (McCormick pass from Brkljacichl
SFU - Townsend 16 pass from Beugelink (Williams kick)
CWU - McCormick 3 run {Warmenhoven kick)
SFU - Sedun 3 pass from Beugelink (Williams kick)
CWU - Chandler 27 pass from Brkljacich (Warmenhoven
kick)
CWU - Toms 15 pass from Brkljacich (Warmenhoven kick)
SFU - Lee 2 run (Williams kick)
SFU - Sedun 18 pass from Beugelink (Williams kick)
SFU - Sedun 26 pass from Beugelink (Williams kick!
CWU
SFU
First downs ............................. 24
Rushes-yards ............ ... ........ 58-304
Passing-yards .......................... 204
Passing ............................. 12-19-2
Fumbles·lost .............. ·.......... ·. ... 1-1
Penalties·yards ......................... 6-56
Punts-average ......................... 4-35.0

25
39-221
365
24-39-3
1-0
5-46
4-37.5

Rushing - Central: Watson 21-68, McCormick 16-95,
Dillingham 16-114, Brkljacich 4-27, Bumgarner l·O.Slmon
Fraser: Pauls 11-92, Lee 26·127, Beugelink 2-2.
.
Pausing- Central: Brkljacich 12-19-2-204. Simon Fraser:
Beugelink 24-39·0-365.
Receiving- Central: Chandler 4-90, Toms 3-74, Robinson
1-17, Watson 2·14, McCormick 1-12, Dillingham 1-7. Simon
Fraser: Townsend 1-16, Germain 6-150, Lee 3·8, Pauls 2-8,
Sedun 10-143, Mcintee 3-40.
This Week - Simon Fraser at Puget Sound, Western Oregon
at Whitworth, Western Washington at Central
Washington, Pacific Lutheran at Oregon Tech, Pacific at
Eastern Oregon, Lewis & Clark at Southern Oregon,
Willamette at Linfield.
Last Week - Central Washington 35, Simon Fraser 42;
Whitworth 29; Western Washington 23; Puget Sound 30,
Oregon Tech 24; Linfield 6, Pacific Lutheran 14; Southern
Oregon 3, Eastern Oregon 3; Lewis & Clark 15, Pacific 28;
Willamette 29, Western Oregon 36.

X·non-conference game. N-Night game.

Valley Secretarial Service
What kind of first impression will you make?

A professionally prepared resume
does make a difference!

402 N. Sprague
925-9225

professional word processing

[~new WORLD VIDEO~]
Monday-Saturday Friday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.

10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Sundays 12 to 10 p.m.

COLUMBIA FOOTBALL LEAGUE STANDINGS

Northern Division
w L T PF
Simon Fraser ..... .. ...
....... 2 0 0
Pacific Lutheran ........
...... 1 0 0
Central Washington .................. 1 1 0
. ..... 1
Whitworth .....
0
Puget Sound ........
....... 0
0
...... 0
Western Washington
1
Eastern Oregon ........
............. 0
1

92
54
65
45
13
48
53

PA
63
13
58
53
54
54
76

Southern Division
w

Linfield .................
... ... 1
Western Oregon ...........
' ... 2
Lewis & Clark ........
..... 1
Oregon Tech .........
..... 1
Pacific ...................
.. 1
... . 0
Willamette ···········
Southern Oregon ..... . .................. 0

L
0
1
1
1

T PF PA
0 30 13
0 81 73
0 38 42
0 43 31
1 0
36 44
0 29 36
0 14 32

WL
3 0
2 0
1 2
1 2
2 1
0 2
0 2

w
2
2
2
1
1
1
0

T PF PA
0 117 69
1 94 45
0 86 107
0
59 77
0 96 84
1 75 82
2 56 165

PF PA
85 48
1 0 81 73
1 0 66 69
2 0 67 61
2 0 42 68
1 1 79 76
2 1 23 88

L T
1 0

Gourmet Cookies
We think we've found your weakness - fresh, delicious
gourmet cookies, loaded with goodies and hot out of the
oven at about 1O am each morning. Sound good? Come on
in and try some for yourself. They're as tasty as homebaked and as convenient as can be.

Regular-sized cookies
25¢ ea.
2 for 40¢·
Y2 doz. $1 20 doz. $230
Large-sized cookies
45¢ ea.

ver 1,000 VHS Titles
100' s of films priced at 99¢
per night, 7 days a week.
415 N. Main

962-6447

